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Young Wild West Trimming the Toughs
OR,

MAKING MUSIC FOR A DANCE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
.A. ·FISHING INCIDENT.

"Well, Et, what do you think of this £or a place to
camp?"
The speaker was Young Wild West, the well-known Boy
Hero and Champion Deadshot of the West, and his remark was addressed to his girl sweetheart, Arietta Murdock.
The two had just halted within probably three hundred
yards of a collection of rough shanties and tents, and as a
brook lay right before them, and there was plenty of foc1dcr for tl1e horses, it occurred to the boy that there was
no need of going directly to the mining camp, for such
it was.
"I thought perhaps you would ride right on into the
mining camp, Wild," the girl answered, "but I must say
th~t we could harilly find a better place than this to stop
OYCT night."
"'Yell, that's what I was thinking. We ·are pretty close
to the claims the miner~ are working, but I reckon there are
no stakes right here, so the gro1md belongs to ui3 as long as
we want to use it."
Then Wild, as he was familiarly called by bis companions, turned to those behind him and added:
"Well, what do you think about it? I was just telling
Et this is about as good a place as we could find to pitch
our camp."
"If it suits you it suits ther rest of us, yon kin bet,"
came the reply from a tall man with long, black hair and
mustache, who quickly rode up and brought his horse to
a halt.
This was Cheyenne Charlie, one of the partners of our
hero, and though he was several years older than the boy,
he always seemed perfectly satisfied with anythfng the
young deadshot said or suggested.

His wife, Anna, quickly follo"'ed him and nodded her
approval.
Then a boy and girl quickly rode over the brow of a
little hill and joined them.
They were Jim Dart and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner,
and not far behind them came the two Chinamen, who
were employed as cook ancl handy-man by the party, leading a couple of well-loaded pack-horses.
They all came to a halt ne::ir the cclgc of the brook, and
when they had talked it over for a minute or two, Young
Wild West slipped from the back of his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and nodding to the two Chinamen, said:
":Now. then. Hop and Wing, get a move on you. We are
going to camp right here. We won't botho1· to go over there
among the shanties and tents this time. We will sort of go
it alone. I am doing this just for a rbange. Erery time
we ride into a strange mining camp it seems that we are
not in there more than a few minutes before we get into
trouble. This time J am going to let the trouble come to
us. instead o:E going to it."
".\ llee light. M:isler Wild," the heathen who answered
to the name of Hop Wah answered, blandly. "Lis velly fine
place, so be. Plenty to eat foT um hors~s."
"Lat light. }IisJer Wild," Wing Wah, his brother, piped,
in his shrill, falsetto voice. "Velly nicee camp place."
They all rlismountec1 in a burr)·, and tlien Young Wild
West and his two partners -were not long in unsaddling the
horses ancl tying them where they cou1cl nibble at the luxuriant grass that grew along on either side of the brook.
The place they hac1 topped at was in the extreme western part of Colorado, not far from the Utah line.
The brook was fed hy the snow that melted upon the
peaks of the mountains· behinc1 ancl above them. and b:v
the time the water got to that level it was pure and clear as
crystal.
Young Wild West anc1 bis friends were well used to
camping in wild parts of what was then termed the Wild
.
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tiT TRUBJi.NG THE TOUGHS.
West, and they always made it a point to find water, if pos- partners to understand that they were exceptional characsible, when doing so.
ters-those who can do things, so to speak.
That was something that neither they nor any one else
Several miners could be seen working less than a quarter
could get along without.
of a mile from the spot where our friends came to a halt.
The next thing to be taken into consideration was someSome of them had observed the party, which was a picthing to eat for the horses, and this spot surely could not turesque one, since our friends were all attired in fancy
be beat for either purpose.
hunting and riding suits, while the two Chinamen wore
Tht mining camp that was so close to them consisted garments typical of their race.
.
of probably a dozen shanties, and half as many tents that
Hop and Wing quickly unloaded the pack-horses, and
were dirty-looking and ragged.
after they had tied the animals along with the others, they
While they had been in that section of the country be.fore, proceeded to put up the two tents where Young Wild West
they had never passed exactly that way, and not having told them to.
heard that there was a mining camp in existence just there,
"Looks as though there might be some fish in this brook,
they n:adily guessed that it must be a new one.
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he jerked his thumb
By this we mean that some prospector had struck it rich to the left, where the water seemed to be very deep and
there, and others had joined him and formed a sort of flowed rather sluggishly. "Maybe Hop will git out
his
settlement.
fishin'-line an' ketch somethin' for supper."
At the time of which we write such camps would spring
"Why don't you try your luck, Charlie?"
up in a day and die out almost as quickly when the pay"I will, if Hop don't ketch anything. I think it's about
dirt became exhausted.
time he took a bath, so after he's fished a while an' don't git
In many instances such camps had evidently grown into no bite, maybe I'll 'J)ush him in an' then fish him out."
large towns, but the cases were few and far between.
"Well, if you do that you had better be sure that he -0LU' friends were simply on one of their horseback rides hasn't his blouse on. You know that blouse of his is full of
in search of adventure, fun, fortune and anything else pockets on the inside, and what the pockets contain would
that would lead to a little excitement.
be hard to enumerate."
They had been engaged in this so long that it had be"Y cs, that's right. I don't s'pose I oughter wet that
come a sort of second nature with them, and Young Wild coat, or whatever it is. He's got fireworks an' all sorts
of
West and his partners were never better satisfied than chemicals an' foolish things that he does his sleight-of-ha
nd
when they were facing danger or expecting it.
tricks with in it. It's putty warm, so I think I'H go over
Having won the title of Champion Deadshot of the West, an' tell him that he oughter take off that coat. Then I'll
the boy, whose thrilling adventures have been read by the have a good chance ter push him in ther brook."
boys all over our broad land, was certainly something above With a grin on his face, the scout walked leisurely over
the average Westerner, even men who were old enough to to where the two Chinamen were at work.
be his grandfather.
"Putty warm, ain't it, Hop?" he said.
"Velly muchee warm, so be, Misler Cha.r lie," was the
He knew not what fear was, and his strict adherence to
the right and readiness to always take the part of others reply.
"I should think you would take that blamed coat of
who were being imposed upon, had made him many
friends, as well as enemies.
yours off."
"Lat whattee me thlinkee, Misler Charlie. Me gottee
The wilder regions of the West had become infested with
all sorts of characters, many of them being villains of the plenty thlings in my pockee."
"Yes, I reckon yer must have. I'd jest like ter see that
lowest type, who had no regard whatever for law and order.
blamed
thing dumped out once, so I could have a look at
It was this class that the boy was always glad to meet,
all
what
you have got in it."
and though it may be said that sometimes he looked for
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no showee you.
trouble with them, he always gave a man a fair chance.
You havee lillee smokee, so be?"
Cheyenne Charlie, who had spent several years of his
As he said th.is, Hop, who was sometimes called Young
life as a scout in the employ of the Government, was an
Wild West's clever Chinee, offered the scout a cigar.
experienced Indian fighter, and . his grit was uniimited,
"Not much !" Charlie answered, shaking his head in
though it mu~t be said that he was of too excitable a nadisgust. "You ain>t gain' ter fool me. I'll bet a dollar to
ture to be anything like a leader.
a nickel that there's powder in that cheroot."
Jim Dart had been born and reared i;n a. wild part of
"You makee lillee mistakee, Misler Charlie. Um cigar
Wyoming, and though he had little to eay, as a rule, he allee
light."
was abrays ready and willing to do his part in anything
To prove that it was, the Chinaman struck a match and
that came up.
lighted the cigar himself.
Probably the best accomplishment that Young Wild West
But he removed his coat and showed up resplendent in a
possessed was his wonderful coolness.
yellow and white shirt.
He never lost his temper unless it was something exA broad, leather belt, with a big buckle, held his troustraordin ary that happened, and he was always able to figure ers in place, and when the scout observed him without the
out the rigM thing to do at the right time.
coat he burst into a roar of laughter.
·
Taking all this into consideration, it is easy for those of
"Looks like a regular coolie, don't he?" he remarked,
our readers who are not acquainted with our hero and his nodding to the girls, who were busy placing the things
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that had been taken from the pack-horses in the tents, so
that sleeping-quarter s might be ready when the time came
to turn in for the night.
"Well, he does look rather strange without that shiny,
loose-fitting blouse," Arietta answered, as she smiled and
tossed her golden head. "What are you up to, anyway,
Charlie? I heard you advising him to take that off."
"Well, I thought he was sweatin' a whole lot, an' what
was ther use of him workin' so heard with that blamed
coat on? It's a wonder Wing don't take his off."
"Me allee light, i1isler Charlie," the cook answered, with
a grin. "My coat allee samee velly thin, so be."
By this time the Chinamen, who had gone at it in a. systematic way, had the tents erected.
There was really nothing for Hop to do now since it was
Wing's work to kindle a fire and cook the evening meal.
It was probably five o'clock in the afternoon of a warm
day in mid-summer, and in order to have what they called
a decent supper, it would take at least an hour to pre·
pare it.
be told to make the usual
to
have
not
did
Wing
But
preparations for the meal. He started right in, while Hop
went over to where he had carefully laid his blouse and
stooped to pick it up.
"Oh, Hop !" said the scout, running forward and catching him by the arm, "do you know what I think?"
"What do you thlinkee, Misler Charlie ?" the Chinaman
asked, looking at him suspiciously ,as be puffed away at
his cigar.
"I was jest tellin' Wild a little while ago that I thought
there must be some .fish in this brook."
Hop took a look at the deeper part of the brook and
'""".-....c--- · gave a nod.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me allee samee fishee."
"Well, go ahead. I'd jest like ter have some fried .fish
for my supper, blamed if I wouldn't."
"Me ketchee, you bettee, Misler Charlie."
Then Hop felt in one of his pockets and quickly produced fishing tackle, while the scout made a pole for him.
When the equipment had been rigged to the satisfaction
of the Chinaman he again picked up the blouse.
"Come on, you don't want that on," said Charlie, as he
caught him by the arm and pulled him along the edge of
the brook. "You kin go ahead an' ketch some fish now,
an'-I'll clean 'em for yer."
"We gottee no bait, Misler Charlie.
"We'll blamed soon .find some bait. All's we want is
some grasshoppers an' bugs. Come here. I'll help yer
git all ther bait you want."
The two started in and were not long in getting what
they wa.nted.
Then Hop carefully adjusted bis hook and put the
necessary bait upon it.
The scout led him along to a place where the water was
deep and comparatively still.
Above it a tiny cascade could be seen, and the music
of the falling water was pleasant to the ears of our friends.
"There oughter be somethin' in there, if anywheres,"
Charlie said, pointing to the pool. "Go ahead an' try
your luck."

3

Having nothing else to do, Wild and Jim Dart strolled
along the bank and stopped near the scout and Hop.
They both knew what was likely to happen, and since
there would be really no harm in it, they did not care.
The Chinaman had scarcely thrust his hook int~ the
water when he got a bite, and the next instant he landed
a fine fish that must have weighed half a pound.
"That's putty good!,'' the scout exclaimed, with genuine
delight, as he grabbed the .fish and whipped out his huntingknife: "Go ahead. We want about twenty ter give us a
taste. Fried fish an' broiled bear meat, with some hot cornmuffins, baked potatoes an' coffee, will make a mighty good
supper."
Hop smiled blandly, but eyed the scout in a suspicious
way.
The fact was that he had played so many tricks upon
Cheyenne Charlie that he was always looking for him to try
and get even.
But he C01fld not have divined the scout's intentions just
then.
He baited his hook and soon landed another fish.
The pool must have been four or .five feet deep, and was
literally alive with fish, for in ten minutes he had caught
a dozen.
The bait had run out by this time, so Wild and Jim
hunted for more, since they were rather interested now.
"Keep on fishin', heathen," the scout said, encouragingly, as he worked rapidly at cleaning and scaling them.
"I don't mind this kind of business. I kin jest about clean
'em as fast as you land 'em on ther bank."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the answer, and then
Hop landed another fish, which was the biggest one he had
yet caught.
He kept on until he had probably two dozen, and then
Charlie looked at him and said:
"There! I reckon that will do. There ain't no use in
ketchin' more than we kin eat. I never did believe in
shootin' more game than I could eat, an' it's ther same way
with .fish. There's plenty in there, an' most likely some
of them miners over there would come here an' .fish if they
knowed · about it."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and the Chinaman pro·
ceeded to untie the line from the pole he had been usuig.
He was sitting close to the edge of the pool, of cours~,
and making out that he was going to take the pole from
him, the scout stepped over and suddenly seized him by
both arms and pitched him headlong into the water.
"Ha! ha! ha!" roared Charlie, as the Chinaman went on
under, with a loud splash. "Now, then, see me land a
fish, boys!"
As Hop came to the surface, sputtering and blinded by
the water, Charlie held the pole out to him, and as if it
had all been arranged, he gripped it.
"Hold on tight, now, an' I'll pull yer out, heathen."
Hop did as directed, acting as though he was not a bit
angry.
But the moment he landed upon the bank he ducked his
head and dove between the scout's legs.
Up he arose suddenly, and then Charlie went sprawling
into the pool.
"How you likee lat, Misler Charlie?" the clever Chinee
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asked, and then he ran hack to the C'amp as though he was
in fear of his life.
"Well, Jim," said \Yihl , n~ lie turnc<l lo Dart, with a
laugh, "I reckon that just alioul ,ene~ Charlie right. Just
look at him! If he isn't nngry, my nnm e isn't Yonng
Wild West."
The scant emergecl from the pool in a rather rreslfallen
manner, and without a word he started for the tent to
change his wet clothing for ilry.
1
While he was in the tent four rough-looking men were
seen cq1u-ing toward the camp.
"Hello!" exclaimed Young Wi.ld West, nodding to Jim
and the girls. "We have visilorB, I see. Well, now then, I
suppose somethin g will happen. I feel it in my l1ones, lrnt
I will let them go their whole length before I do anything ."

"I suppose you all are working claims around here somewhere?" Wild asked.
"What do yer think of that, boys?" and Dinky, the
leader, turned and looked at hiR companio ns. "Ther kid
asked us if we're workin'. Hal ha! ha l That's a putty
goocl joke, ain't it?"
Then turning to our hero, he added :
"Young feller, do we look as though we work for a
Ji.du'?"
"Well, no; but I thought peThaps you did."
"Well, don't let anything like that git in your head.
-nre're ther 'toughs' of Ginger Camp, as 1 told yer afore.
We don't have ter work."
"Lucky fellow::;, I Rhould say," spoke up Jim Dart, nodcling to the g.trls.
Just then Cheyenne Charlie, wlio had changed his wet
clothing for dry, came out of tho tent.
The scout had hurried a lol, since he was anxiou s to get
to the scene.
CHAPTE R II.
"What have yer got here, Wild ?" he asked, a broad grin
on hi s face, as he nodded at the visitors. "Four of a kind,
HOW THE FOUR TOUGHS WERE HAND~ED
I reckon."
As the four men drew a little closer, Young Wild Wc,,;t
"WeU, I guess you have got that pretty nearly right,
and his friends could easily see that they ,vere of the charCharlie. They certainly are four of a kind. They are the
acter O C "toughs."
toughs of Ginger Camp, they say, and they laugh at the idea
'rl1ey a11 had more or less of an insolent swagger, and
of working. They don't have to work, you see."
acted very much as though they meant to have things their
"Mighty lucky, I should say."
own way.
"Oh, yes, they certainly are."
The young deadshot stood with his arms folded, and
"See here, kid," said the leader, turning sharply to our
when they came up and halted within a few feet of him, he
hero and taking a couple of steps toward him, "J'ye told
said:
you who we are, so now just let us know who you are."
"How are you, gentleme n?"
"I'll do that quickly enough. M:y name is Young Wild
"We ain't gentleme n," one of them answered, with a
West, and these two fellows are my partners, Oheyenn~...,.___.,,..~
hoarse laugh. "I reckon you'll find that out afore long,
Charlie and Jim Dart. I reckon it isn't necessary to
too, kid."
introduce you to the ladies."
"Is that so? Well, I simply addressed you that way
"It ain't, eh? Well, I think it is."
because that is the nsua 1 way of doing it. But it makes
'·Well, keep on thinking that way, Dinky."
no difference whether you are gentlemen or not. If you
"You talk as though you ain't afraid of me," came the
want m~ to gfre my ·opinion, I will tell :vou that you are
quick retort, while a flush of anger crossed the leader's face.
four - tough-looking rmtomers ." •
"Afraid of you? Why should any one be afraid of such
· "I'm glad yer think it." and the man who had spoken
a fellow as you?"
before nodded to his companion:s and grinned. " We'r e
"What do yer think of that, boys?" and Dinky turned
ther 'tonghs' of Gingei· Cam p, that's what we are."
to his parcls in a solemn fashion and shook his head.
"Well, you certai11ly look it. Bnt 1 suppose you are
"They don ·t know us yet, Dinky," the man called Humpy
pretty good fellows, after all."
answered. "I reckon you had better come right to btrniness
"Ifa! ha! :ha! Yer do, eh? Well, yon don't know us
an' tell 'em what we come over here for."
Yet ."
"I s'pose that's a good idea," so turning to Wild, again,
· This was rather amut-\ing to all hancls.
Dinky said:
The girls even smiled, for there was such an arrogant
"See here, kid, wh en we seen you folks come over here
way about the man who appeared to be leader that they
an' pitch your camp, it struck us right away that you was
could not help it.
simply goin' around on a 5ort of pleasure t.rip, huntin' an'
"Ruppose yo11 introclnce your~elf, then?" Wild observed, fishin' an' ther like.
Sich folks genera lly noYer work, so
in his cool ancl easy way.
yor might guess what I meau ter ask yer."
"Well, I don·t know as there is any harm in doin' that,
"Yes, I know pretty well what you are going to ask,
so I'll tell yer who we are. I go by ther handle of Dinky. but ·go ahead."
There ain't no use of tellin' my full name, so we'll let it
"The fact is, we would like ter have a few dollars. If
go at that. Ther mimeR of my pards is Springer, Bill Levin yer .pa.y us somethin ', yer won't be bothered while you're
an' Humpy."
around these parts."
"And if we don't pay you anything , what then?"
It was easy to tell who the last-named was, for one of i.he
men was rather short in stature, and had a hunch between
"Well, I won't answer for what might happen."
hi~ shoulders, showing that he wa s deformed somewhat.
"Oh, you won't, eh? Do you know how to handle that
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piee:e of hal'uware you have got hangin g :1t your " ::\foybe we wa R a little too fresh. But you folks sartinly
oughter give ns somethin' ter buy drinks with."
side?"
you,
with
through
git
we
"You'll git all yer want afore
"I reckon I uo, kiu."
"All right, then. Tf you don 't exactly know how to maybe.,'' was Charlie's retort.
Then he seized the man by the arm, and giving it a
handle it, I ad viRe you to let us alone. We ar e not going to
and
heTe,
twist , caused him to utter a howl of pain.
sharp
remaining
of
privilege
the
'foT
anything
you
pay
"Come on," said the scout, roughly, as he gave him a
you ran bet all yon' re worth on it."
yank that sent him spinning. "If you don't move lively
"What!"
I'll Rtart in an' shoot ther heels off your boots."
Dinky stepped back in great surprise.
Dinky lost no time in lining up beside his companions,
"Do-yer mean to say that you ain' t goin' ter give us five
or t en dollaTs, ROwe kin go over to ther whisky-mill an' have who had turned their faces toward th,e mining camp.
"Here he is, Wild," Charlie said, with a laugh. "Now,
a good time ?"
you
give
t
won'
I
go ahead with your game."
say.
to
then,
mean
T
what
exactly
" That's
"Toughs," our hero observed, coolly, "you are now facfive or ten cent!,, let alon e fiv e or ten dollars. Now, then '
ing the mining camp which you call Ginger, I believe. Just
suppose you vamoose? Li ght out!"
show us how much ginger there is in .you all. I want you
" Well, by thunder!"
to run as fast as you can, and don't you stop until you get
Dinky was more surprised than ever.
out of our sight. You hear what I say. When I count
will
"Wfld, let me have a chance at that measly coyote,
three you want to start. One!" ·
yer ?" said Cheyenne Charlie, eagerly.
The four rascals showed that they were quite ready to
reply.
the
was
"Go a~ead,"
As quick as a flash, th e scout leaped forward and catching start.
"Two!"
Dinky by the ~hirt-collar with his right hand, he gripped
They leaned forward, ready to run .
the baggy part of his ragged trousers with the left, and
"Three!"
. started him on a run for the brook.
As the clashing young deadshot called out the last word
The ·man, taken completely by surprise, could not premade a break for it, and ran probably as fast as they
ey
th
lay
he
!mew
he
thing
next
vent himself from going, and the
done in their lives.
had
er
cY
skin.
the
to
wet
brook,
the
in
stomach
his
upon
flat
A roar of laughter went up from the scout, and the rest
Not until this happened did the three toughs think of
could not help joining in.
interfering.
EYen Hop came out and. made himself heard.
Then they each pulled a gun.
When they had got a distance of probably fifty yards,
But before they could rai -.., them high enough to shoot
fired a shot from his revolver.
Wild
they found themselves co. :-:-J, for Wild and Jim Dart
bull et hit the ground so near the feet of Dinky that
The
easily divined their intentio:1:.1, and were quick to act.
into the air and uttered a frightened cry.
leaped
he
around
shooting
any
"I reckon you fellows won't do
Crack!
in
~aid.
deadshot
young
the
anyhow,"
here-not just now,
Wild fired again, and this time the bullet hit the boothis cool and easy way. "You just put your hardware back
where it belongs, and then turn your faces away from here. heel of Humpy.
He, too, uttered a yell, and making a sudden sprint, got
As soon as your leader gets back here I am going to see
of the rest.
ahead
how fast you can run toward the saloon you were so anxyoung deadshot was satisfied with this, so he stood ,
The
ious to go to and spend the money yon expected to r eceive
waited until the four had disappeared behind
ancl
ere
th
from us. You hear what I say !"
shanty in the camp.
rest
nea
the
The toughs saw they had no chance, so reluctantly th ey
he, turning to his companions, with a laugh,
said
"Well,"
dropped their revolvers back into the holsters.
I've seen in a good while. Toughs,
anything
beats
"that
"You
"Turn around!" commanded our hero, sharply.
look it, but I reckon they are not
certainly
they
have got to do just as I say, or the first thing yon know eh? Well,
are a lot of cowards, and no
They
fellows.
dangerous
Yery
lead will he flying. When I make,it fly it genern~ly land s
easily bluff us into giving
could
they
thought
they
doubt
just where I want it to. Just remember that."
find out before we go
will
they
But
money.
some
them
Meanwhile, Charlie stood on the bank, waiting for his
away from here that we are not the sort who are to be
victim to get up.
trifled with."
Dinky wa.~ nol long in doing thi s.
"They're certainly a disgusting lot, Wild," Arietta said,
Re had lost hi ,; gun when he tumbled into the wai.er so
her head. "It can't be that the miners here are
shaking
unceremoniou Rly, but he did not wanl to leaYe il th ere, so
such fellows as that."
of
afraid
he fi shed it out, and then stepped upon th e bank.
I hardly think such a thing could be possible,
"Well,
"Well," said the 'scout, who had now drawn a revolver,
is no telling. However, if such is the case,
there
but
Et,
"I reckon that bath didn't hurt you a bit. You're about
them differently. But come on; let's see
teach
soon
will
we
couldn't
water
little
a
an'
as dirty as a skunk, anyhow,
ready. It will take some time
supper
the
getting
about
Young
an'
now.
here
bark
walk
est
J
yer.
possibly hurt
Wild West will show yer a trick that yer ain' t used ter fry the fish and cook the rest of the grub, so Wing might
as well get at it. He's been standing there for a long time
seein', maybe."
and all he has been doing is to grin."
now,
"Don' t shoot!" said Dinky, who was thoroughly cowed
allee light, Misler Wild," the cook answered, as
"Lat
and not a little frightened at the way he had been handled.

to
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he suddenly began bustling about. "You makee velly 'em a whole lot, 'cause there's lots oi fun to be had out of
muchee fun, so be."
'em. 'They try ter be very bacl, but they never make out,
"So you think it was fun, eh, Wing?"
'cause every time they try it they always git ther worst
"Velly muchee fun. 1\1:isler Charlie chuckee my blother oi it. We've all got 'em down fine, so we jest let 'em go tber
in um watee, and lcn my blother chuckec Misler Charlie limit, an' then we put ther skibosh on 'em."
in um watee. Len Misler Charlie chuckee bad Melican man
"WeJl, I thought at first that probably they were runiu um watee. Velly funny."
ning things around the mining camp."
"Shuttee up, Wing!" Hop exclaimed, hotly, for he did
"They don't run things, an' you kin bet on that. But I
not like the way his brother was making fun of him. "You heard one of 'em say that you was Young Wild West."
allee samee foolee Chinee. Pletty soonee me chuckee you
"Yes, that's right."
in um watee."
'"Well, I made up my mind ter come over an' talk to yer a
"If you're goin' ter do anything like that, heathen, jest minute or two, an' I told my pard ter come witli me. How
wait till after he gits ther supper cooked," Charlie spoke are yer, Young Wild West?"
up. "There ain't no use of you bein' mad at me for ther
Wild shook hands with him, declaring that he was very
trick I played on yer, 'cause you got square with me. I'm well.
willin' ter call it square, anyhow."
"We're mighty glad that you thought enough of us to
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me shakee hands, len." pay a visit here," went on the miner.
"Well, I'll shake with yer."
"Well, I assure you that it was only by accident that we
ll'he two shook hands immediately, and the difference arrived here. We had no idea that we would :find a camp
that had existecf between them for the short time was in this part of the country. It is a rather new one, isn't
settled.
it?"
Anna now lent her aid, and it was not long before the
"Well, five or six months old."
supper was in active preparation.
"Does it pan out well here?"
Two frying-pans were brought into play, so enough of
"Nothin' extra. It did at first, but there ain't nothin'
the fish might be cooked so they could eat all at one time. much but placer' minin' here. Ther boys is all doin' putty
Some bear steaks had to be broiled, too, and the potatoes, well, though-them that's willin' ter work, I mean. Of
which had been placed in the fire as soon as it had been course, ther toughs don't work any. They manage ter git
started, were already baking.
enough out of ther rest ter keep them in what grub they
The coffee-pot was beginning to boil, too, and the odors want an' plenty of whisky. As I said a little while ago,
that wafted through. the air .only increased the appetites we have a lot of fun with them four fellers. We don't
of our friends.
mind spendin' a little money on 'em once in.awhile, jest ter
Just before the meal was ready to be served, two men amuse ourselves."
were seen walking rapidly toward the little camp.
The man then introduced himself as Jerry Brown, anilThey were not of the party who had left in such a hur- his pard as Dan Tapley.
ried manner, however, but seemed to be ordinary miners.
"Somethin' smells mighty good here, I will say," the
Young Wild West sized them up as they approached, and latter observed, as he sni:l!ed the
air and turned his eyes
came to the conclusion that they were honest, law-abiding toward the camp-fire,
where the cooking was just being
fellows.
:finished.
The boy had always made a study of :faces, and it was
"Fried :fish is what yer smell, I reckon," spoke up Cheyseldom, indeed, that he made a mistake in his estimation enne Charlie.
of a person.
"Yes, sorter smells like that. Bu.t where did you git
"Those two men are all right," he said, in a low tone of ther fish?"
voice, as he nodded to his companions. "Probably we will
"Right in this brook."
learn something about the toughs now."
"What! Why, I never thought of sich a thing as there
"Hello, strangers!" one of the miners called out, in a bein' fish to ketch around here."
cheery voice. "What's been goin' on her~?"
"That's where you're lame, then. We found that out
There was a smile on his face as he asked the question, right away. One of our heathens went fl.shin', an' he got
while his companion actually laughed.
all we wanted in a few minutes."
"Well, I declare, Jerry!" and Tapley turned to his pard
"Well, four men came over here, and after telling us
that they were the toughs of Ginger Camp, they demanded and shook his head in surprise.
"It's mighty funny we never thought of :fishin', ain't
money of us, so they might buy liquor with it and have a
good time. But they di~n't get it. We sent them back a it?" Brown answered.
"Have you had supper yet?" Wild asked.
great deal quicker than they came."
"No,
we was jest thinkin' about gittin' somethin' ter
"An' one of 'em got chucked in ther brook, didn't he?"
ea..t when we heard ther toughs talkin' about what happened
"Yes, that's right. I was sorry we didn't treat them all ter
'em over here."
the same way, :for the water might have done them good.
"Well, come and join us. I reckon there is enough for
By their general appearance, it would seem that they have all hands."
an aYcrsion to water."
"No, thank yer. Wc wouldn't think of sich a thing as
"I reckon that's right. Them fellers ain't no good. doin' that. Maybe some other time."
But they're putty harmless. Th~r boys here don't mind
'.'Well, you are welcome."
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good, you are, Hop. But you're ther only one that I've
heard say it."
"Ncvcc minclec, Misler Charlie. Me likee you, and you
likee me. You velly smartee Melican man, and me velly
smartee Chinee."
"What are yer tryin' ter do, make a rhyme out of that,
heathen?"
"Whattee. lat, Misler Charlie?" and Hop looked surprisecl.
"Oh, you're too thick ter know what a rhyme is, anyhow."
"Me knowee, Misler Charlie. Me likee you, ancl you
likee me, and me um velly smartee Cbinee. Lat pletty good,
so be."
"Ycs, but you didn't git it all in that time."
Hop grinned, ancl said no more.
He walked more rapidly, and soon took the leacl and was
the first to reach the collection of shanties and tents.
He had spotted the saloon, of course, and putting on an
air of importance, he walked bolclly into it.
The room was pretty well filled with miners, and they
all lookecl at him with no little interest .
."Velly nicee evening, so be," said Hop, blandly, as he
bowed right and left. "Evelybody comee havee lillee
dlinkee. Me Young Wild West's clevee Chinee. Me um •
' bully boy with um glassee eye. Hip hi! hoolay !"
This caused a laugb, though there were at least four
CHAPTER III.
in the room who remained silent, and looked at the Chinaman in a scornful way.
A TENDERFOO'l' ARRIVES.
The four toughs were there, so it can readily be imagined
The supper_, which was indeed a goocl one, was enjoyecl who the latter were.
However, they did not refuse .Hop's invitation, but came
thoroughly by Young Wild West and his companions.
It was Jim Dart who was generally left to keep the com- to the bar, eagerly.
"Evclybody havee lillee cllink," the Chinaman repeated,
pany of tlie girls when Wilcl left the camp.
The young cleaclshot always took Cheyenne Charlie with as he nodded to the stout man with the bristling red beard,
him, and in this case there was no exception to the rule. who was evidently the proprietor, and was on cluty behind
Jim was always satisfied to remain with the girls, and no the rickety little bar that stood in one corner of the gooddoubt this was due to the fact that Eloise was more timid sizecl room.
than the others.
The drinks were being served when Young Wild West
The sun was just setting when Wild ancl Charlie left and Cheyenne Charlie came in.
the camp to go over and see how things lookecl at the
"Justee in timee," the clever Chinaman called out.
mining camp.
"Takee somethling, Misler Wild. Whatte you havee, i fisler
They had barely started when Hop, who had donned his Charlie?"
blouse which was so full of pockets that contained a little
"A cigar will about suit me now," the young deadshot
bit of everything to assist him in performing his sleight-ofarrswered.
hand tricks, ran after them.
"Me, too, I reckon," the scout hastened to add. "I
"Mislcr Wild," he said, as the two turned and saw him
]mow as I care for any tanglefoot to-night. I only
don't
coming, "me wantte go, too, so be."
that as a medicine, anyhow, an' only when I feel that
drink
"Well, all right. You will go, anyhow, so come along,"
it will do me good. I put so much of that good supper
was the retort.
a smoke will suit me all right, if there's a good
"Lat allee light, Misler Wid. Me gottee lillee pain, and in me that
cigar to be had here."
me wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"I'v~ got ther best that money kin buy," the man behind
you
when
have
you
pains
the
about
all
"\res, I know
bar answered, quickly. "They cost me a lot of money,
the
liquor
where
place
a
to
near
anywhere
are
:find that you
can be bought. But you take my advice and go rather light so I have ter charge fifty cents apiece."
At the time of which we write it was common in that
on it. It may be that we wm take an early start in tpe
morning, for if I don't consider it worth while to stay here section of the country for cigars to be sold for fifty cents
each, while whisky at the mining camps usually retailed
to-morrow, we will surely leave."
to-night,
at fi:fty cents per glass.
goodee
velly
be
Me
Wild.
ler
Mi
light,
"Allee
This was partly due to the fact that the transportation
so be. Me velly goodee Chinee, anyhow."
a big sum, and partly because those who dealt in such
cost
awful
"You're
"Huh!" e~claimed the scout, scornfully.

"I know that, Young Wild West, but we can't accept your
invitation. It wouldn't look right. Besides, we've got
plenty ter eat over in our shanty. Wc'll go on back now,
an' it won't be long afore everybody ii:i ther camp knows
that Young Wild West an' his partners is here. Most of
ther boys has heard all about yer. When they find out
that ther Champion Deadshot of ther West has come to pay
a little visit ter Ginger Camp they'll feel highly honored,
you kin bet. Maybe we'll see yer after supper. Good-by."
So saying, the two took their departure.
Wild felt it would be useless to urge them further, so he
let them go.
"Pretty good sort of fellows, I should say," he observed,
nodding to his companions. "Well, I reckon we can have
a little fun i.f we stay here until to-morrow, anyhow. The
four toughs no doubt will furnish a lot of amusement. After
supper I mean to take a walk over to the camp and see
what it looks like there. Of course, it's just about the
same as any other camp, I suppose. But it's amusing to
think that four such men can exist without working in a
place of this kind. There must be something decidedly
humorous about them, or it would never be."
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luxuries , if such they might be called, wanted to make a gi[t, "when me tellee you
to takee uppec um haudkel chieI,
big profit.
·
you takee uppee. Len you giticc um 1:hcc dollee."
Hop paid the bill and displayed a big sum of money as
"All right," was the reply. "I'm much obliged to yer.
he did so.
You're a good heathen , you are."
It was only occasionally that the clever Chinee treated
Hop then turned his eyes toward the ceiling and clapped
a crowd, but when he did so he always :figured on getting his hands sharply.
his money back with a big interest.
"Takee uppee um handkel chief ," he said, suddenly.
Just what he had in mind neither Wild nor Charlie exDinky reached over and lost no time in pulling it from
actly knew, but they were well aware of the fact that he the table.
was an expert card sharp, and probably he might get into
But the five-dollar golcl-piece was not there.
a game of poker and fleece a few of the miners.
It had disappea red in a very mysterio us way.
However, our hero was always opposed to anything
"Whatte c mattec ?" Hop asked, sharply, as he caught
like thiF, and · he never permitte d Hop to take money from LlJC tough's arm.
"You takee um money and no leUec
those he deemed to be at all honest.
c\'Clyhody Pee. You Ycl1y had ~fcli(·a11 rnan, PO he."
If the Chinam an came in contact with card sharps who
"I didn't take il, honci-:t," cleclnrcd Dinky, lookiu g
were bent upon fleecing him it was different.
amazed, as he dropped the handker ehieI and opened wicle
'.!'hen it was a case of dog eat dog, and Hop usually came both his handP.
out ahead.
"Vclly stlange. "
The four toughs acted very meek, indeed, and after
"lt is strange, blamed if it ain't," the 111iner called Jerry
swallowing the contents of their glasses they took a back Brown said, for
he was one of the spectalorti.
seat, so to speak.
"Me no likee lat," Hop declared , as he picked up his ~
"Well, how do you fellows feel now?" our hero aRkec1, l1anclker chicI and ,ralked
away from the iahle. "::\Ie
as he looked at them keenly and saw that Dinky still har1 wan1cc giYcc fiycc
clollce io um Dinky, hut me no givcc now.
on his wet clothing .
Somebody allcc samee stealce."
"I ain't half as dry as I was when I went over to see
Of course \rild and Charlie knew just aLout what had
yer, Young Wild West," the man answered, with a sicky become or the
five-dollar gold-piece.
smile. "I don ·t look very dry, do .I?"
No doubt Hop had Rtuck an elastic string to it i11 some
'I'his caused a loud laugh from the miners. for they wnv. and when he threw
the handker chief over the coin
see~ed to think that Dinky wa s a rather ,1·itty fellow.
he· hall ca used it to flip up hiF slccYC unseen by an.r one.
"Well, no, you are not exactly dry outFidc, bttt I reckon
Dinky was Yery mud1 cfaappoi nlcd, for he really thought
you could stand a whole lot of wetting- inside."
he was going to get the money.
"You have got that right, Young Wild West. I'm satis"Me likce ltavce lillec dlink, so be," Hop observed, smilfied that you kin read a feller right throucrh."
ing
at the propriet or of the shanty.
0
"Yes, that's true enough. 1 read you the moment I
"Well. yon kin have all yer want, heathen ," was the
set eyes on you. I made no mistake in you, either, did I?" reply. "'.!'hat's what
I'm here :for."
"I reckon yer didn't. But say ! maybe you have chanaed
"Yon wantee chuckcc dice?"
.
d
'
t:,
your nun an mean ter give us somethi n' ter have a good
"Well, I'll go yer. I'll chuck with yer :for ther drinks."
time with."
'l'his wa s the sign al for several more of the miners to
"l\fe givec you fivee dollee," Hop spoke up, quickly.
ru~h np and ask to join in the game.
Then lie showed a handful of gold and silver <.:oins.
· "Gentle men," said Young Wild West. in a voice that was
"We'll accept it with thanks, heathen ," said Dinky, lonc1 enongh to be heard all over
the room. "ta kc my ar1, ice
eagerly, as he stretche d out Iris hand.
and don't do any gamblin g with om clever Chinee. Ir :vou
"Allee light. :i\Ie ,elly goodee Chinee. Mc gottee plenty make a wager with him you will surely lose. He is
a
money, and me no care."
sleight-o f-hand perform er, and he can beat any card Fharp
.
.Then he selected a five-dollar gold-piece from the eoin s he or gambler I eYer saw. I warn you so thal i11 case you get
held in bis left hand, but instead of handing it to the i1ito any kind of game with him and lose your money yo u
cager tough, he stepped O\'Cr and placed it on the center will do so at your own risk."
This had quite an eftcd upon the cro11 Ll, but th ere was
of a table that was near at hand.
hardly
a man present who did not believe that Young
"Evelyb ody watchee !" the clever Ohinee said, nodding
Wild
West
thoroug hly meant what he said .
his head and looking around the room.
·
Howeve
r,
it is hard to keep a miner from taking a chance
But it was hardly necessary for him' to say this, since all
eyes were turned upon him, while the miners were crowd- when he thinks he will surely win.
Hop smiled in a childish sort of way and said 11othing,
ing around the "table.
but picked up the dice-cup, which the propriet or had been
Hop now produce d the big yellow silk handker chief that kind
enough to place upon the bar, and began rattling the
was used solely foc the purpose of assisting him in his
dice in it.
clever tricks.
Seven or eight were in the party, and they threw several
He dropped it over the gold coin on the table, and then times, Hop never getting caught
once.
spread it out until it lay flat there.
rrhe game was just becomin g Ycry interesti ng when the
"Now, len," .said he, nodding to Dinky, who had come rumble of wheels was heard outside.
up close, with the expectat ion of receiving the money as a
"Hello! " cried some one, "ther stage-coach is comin'.
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She's a· little early to-night, boys. Let's go out au' see
wh o comeF.''
Thi s was qui te enough io r a11 ~e almoRt e~·ery one to make
a ru sh fo r the door , RO om l1ero and th e seout j_oin ecl in.
It WflR not yet chnk, ancl as they looked 11p th e t rail they
Raw a chi sty ohl stage-roac-h, t lrn t wa;: clrawn by four mul es,
approal'hing.
"Rhe comes oYer thrre t imes a week from Grand Juncti on," .l el'ry Brown explai necl to Wild. " l\fost every t im e
th er outfit gils her e ther e'R a stranger or t wo ter increase
tber population of Ginger Camp. Jt'p, fi fty mil es from here
to th er J unction. I hopo th ere's on e or two new on es tonight, 'ca m1e it sorter makes thin gs liYely to have stranger,:; comin' now an' then ter settle her e."
" Well, there don 't seem t o he any one on top of th e
stage," our hero an swered. " If there are any passengers
th ey must be inside.''
The mules came jogging along, showing t hat t hey were
r ather tired, and fin ally wh en the outfit came to a halt
before th e t avern, as the sign on it declared it to be, the
,driver put asid e his whip and dropping the reins got down
from. hi s box.
" Only one t o-day, boys," he said, smiling at the crowd.
" I've brought over considerabl e in th er way of express,
though.''
Then he opened a door of the old-fashioned vehicle, and
a dapper-looking youn g man , who was attired in a blue
serge suit and straw hat, st epped out, a grip in either hand.
"Wow !" excla im ec1 on e of the min ers. " A t end.erfoot
elude, by gum! "
"That's :jest what he iR, pa rd ," Che_venne Charlie answered, a broad grin on his fa ce, fo r the scout always
Reemed to enjoy th e sight of a t enderfoot who was fresh
from the E ast .
Th e young man looked at the crowd apprchensiYely.
A serious expression came over his fa ce th e instant he
saw th ey were all grinning at him, and he turned, questioningly, to the driver.
" H's all right, Mr. P elton," th e latter said , encouragingly. " Don ·t mind th er men here, 'cau se they ain 't no one
as could hurt you, unl ess it .might be t her toughs, an· th ey
woulcln"t cl o a whole lot to yer, if you was t er treat 'em, I
s'pose.''
" Well , I-er- am willing to clo that. Of course., I don't
want to get into any trouble. I cam e out here in th e int erest ,of my un cle, you know, and I am not used to i.h e
rough ways of th is part of the country," sai d the t enderfoot, in a bashful way .
"Corn e on in, young fell er," th e proprietor of the place
called out. " I 've got a nice room for yer, an' ] '11 ha ve
your rnpper r eady in a jiffy. Come right in an' make yourself to hom e."
'I'he youn g man walked rapidl y to th e door, the min ers
,
making way for him, still grinning broadly.
When he enter ed he placed his grips on the floor and
then turn ed an d looked about the room in a pu zzled sort
of WU )' .
"Where i,; the- er-offi ce?" he asked th e propri etor.
"Office ! I r eckon t his is about t her onl y office we've got
here. We kin do business right here, young fell er. l\Iy
rates fa a dollar for breakfa,;t, t \\'O do llars for dinn er, a
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dollar for supper, an' three dollars for lodgm' . That
makes seven dollars a clay, which is as cheap as dirt. I
don 't beli eve th ere's another hotel anywh ere in these parts
what woul d take yer half as cheap as that. "
" I don't mind the- er- price. but wher e is your register?"
"Register! What do yer mean?"
" Why , the-er- lJOOk that guests have to write their
nam es in ."
"Ha ! ha ! ha! Well, sonny, I reckon about ther only
book you'll find in thi s here sheba11g is one of last year's
almanacs . XeYer mind about puttin' your name clown.
J e,;t plank clown your dough , an' I'll have you to your root1,
in a jiffy.''
"\Vell, I suppose I 'd better ·tell you my name, anyhow.
Something might happen, and it would be rather awkward
if my relatives and fri ends never kn ew what became of me.
I am Hard y Pelton, of Akron, Ohio.''
"Ohio, eh? Well, that's a mighty long way from here.
Well, all right, Mr. Hardy Pelton. I 'll call my man an'
send him to your room with yer.''
"And I will pay you a week in advance, for I mean to
stay here at least a week, you know. I am here in the
interest of an uncle, whose names is Joseph Major.''
"Joe Major, eh? Well, he left ther camp over a month
ago, after puttin' his claim in ther charge of Dan Tapley.
H ere's Dan right over here. You kin talk to him about it.
But let me send you to your room first.''
"All right, sir," and an expression of pleai-;nre showecl
upon the stranger's face.
He drew a well-filled wallet from his pocket and paid
for a week's board, · and then the man who was to escort
him to his room appeared and picked up his luggage.
Wilcl, who had been looking on with interest, noticed
th at the fonr toughs exchanged glances and did some
\Vhispering as th e tenderfoot left the room.
"Charlie," said he, in a wl'lisper to the scout, "I reckon
thos~ villain s mean to profit by the arrival of that young
fellow. We will have to see to it that they don't force
him to pay them any money. I detest such business as
that, though it seems that the majority of the miners here
rather look upon such proceedings with amusement. :Most
likely th e toughs, as they choo~e to call themselves, are
really villain s, ernn though they are cowards. 'They will
probably be rath er clown on us for what we did to them, and
the chances are they will make a littl e troubl e. I r eckon
we hacl bet ter stay her e a cl ay or two, and if it com es to the
poini, we will trim ,the toughs."
"'!'hat's it, Wild. If we can't git no excitement any other
way, we'll start things gain' our8elves. I reckon they don' t
want no lazy loafers like them toughs seems to be arouttl
here."
'

CHAPTER IV.
TH1!1 TOUGH S PROVE 'l' O BE SNEAK THIEVES .

It will be necessary for us to turn our attention to the
fom toughs for awhile, sin ce th ey are to fi gure largely in
our story.
The tenderfoot had not been gone from the room very
long befor e Dinky, th e lead er, started for the Lloor.
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.As he went outside the other followed, not noticing the
"Well, that's all right; there ain't no use in goin' into
remarks that were made in a jeering way by the miners. any argument oYer it. Maybe I can't exactly prove that you
"Come on, boys," said Dinky, as he started toward a ever took anything frnrn me, but I've got my own opinion
good-sized shanty that was probably a hundred yards from about it."
the tavern. "I reckon we've got ter hold a little rneetin'
"Well, keep on havin' your opinion, then," snarled
to-night. Money is mighty scarce with all of us, an' we've Humpy.
got ter do somethin' ter git hold of some."
"Here, have a drink an' git in a good humor."
. "That's right, Dinky," Humpy answered, shrugging
Humpy took a tin cup and permitted the leader to pour
his shoulders and maki11g himself look more out of shape some of the contents of the jug into it.
than ever. "We've been behavin' ourselves putty good for
Then he waited for the rest, who each possessed thema week or two, an' ,t hat's why every one around here seems selves of cups, and then drank to the health of each other.
ter be feelin' kindly towards us. It's about time we lifted
"Now, then," Dinky observed, as he turned the light a
a wallet or two, or got hold of somebody's gold-dust."
little higher, "there's two chances for us ter git hold of a
"Well, we've got·as good a chance to-night as we;ll ever little money this very night. There's ther tenderfoot, who
have, so come on to the shanty an' we'll talk it over."
seems to have plenty of money. We might relieve him of
They were not long
reachi~g the shanty, and Dinky a little what he's got. That's one chance."
opened the door and waited for the rest to go inside.
"Well, what's ther other?" Springer asked, looking at
Then he followed and carefully closed the door.
the speaker in a curious sort of way.
He put a wooden bar across it, so that no one could pos"Ther Chinaman," was the reply. "He's got plenty of
sibly come in without them knowing it.
money."
Striking a match, he lighted a smoky lantern that set
"That's all right, too, but how are we goin' ter git au?
upon an apology for a table.
of it away from him?"
Then he drew up a box and sat upon it and proceeded to
"Well, I think it could be done, all right. We're toughs,
fill a black-looking pipe.
· ·
but I reckon we're putty good sneaks, too. Of course we
The rest found seats and gathered about him.
wouldn't want any one ter call us sneaks, but I'm rather
"Now, then, I reckon we'll have a drink afore wc go any proud that I 'm one. I pride myself on bein' putty good
further," the leader said, as he reached under the table at that game. Why, if I'm able ter sneak into ther tave~n
and drew forth a jug that was minus the handle. "Here's an' fill this jug with liquor, while there's a crowd m
some whisky what I managed ter steal from ther tavern there, an' ther boss of ther place is sittin' dozin' by a
ther night afore last. 'l'here's a good quart in it, so we table, I think I oughter be able ter rob that Chinaman, or
may as well enjoy it. We're toughs, all right, boys but that ther tenderfoot, either one."
"That's it," Springer said, with a nod of approval. "But
ain't all. Every one around here seems ter tak; us as a
joke, but they don't know that we're mighty clever on I'm jest as good at that game as you are, Dinky."
"I ain't sayin' yer ain't, but let's figure it out an' settle
swipin' things now an' then. It's funny ter me why they
don't think it's mighty strange that we kin live without on a plan. Humpy's got eight dollars, an' if one of us
workin'. There ain't none of us as has ever been able ter was ter take that money an' git ther heathen drunl{ it would
show that we could do anything by gamblin', an' it's only be easy ter git bold of some o:f his money. Of course, we
now an' then that anybody ever gives us any money. But don't want ter take it all 'cause that don't look right. If
since we've been here we've managed ter exist, as they say. we could git hold of say' fifty or a hundred dollars, that
Jest now I'm about run out of money, though, an' I know would be all right. If we was ter take all ther money ther
heathen had there would be a big time made about it, an'
you fellers are, too."
"I've got less than a dollar," declared the man called maybe we would be suspected. Yer know what that would
mean."
Springer.
"Yes, I reckon we know what that would mean," Humpy
"Me, too," Bill Levin spoke up.
declared, shaking his head. "Young Wild West would
"Well, I've got as much as eight dollars," Humpy an- make us fork it over mighty sudden like. I've been listenin'
swered, with a smile. "I've been a little more careful than ter what some of ther men here has been sayin' about
that
ther rest of yer."
boy. Why, h's ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, an'
"Yes, that's ther way you always are. You generally he's got ther reputation of breakin' up all ther bad gangs
hold on ter what money you have got, an' live at our ex- of outlaws, road-agents an' sich like he's ever come across."
pense," the leader exclaimed. "You're a mighty smart
"Yer never heard of him bustin' up a gang of toughs,
galoot, Humpty, but you're crooked, jest ther same."
did yer ?" Levin asked, with a smile.
"What do yer mean by that?" snorted the man, angrily.
"No, I don't know as I did."
•
"Jest 'cause somethin' happened ter me when I was a kid,
"Well, then, I reckon we're all right. We're toughs, an'
an' made my back a little out of shape, yer needn't call me we call ourselves by that name. But,
at ther same time,
crooked."
we're s'posed to be putty honest. There's one thing about
"Oh, I don't mean that way. I mean that you would it, an' that is that we've got ter make that tenderfoot dance
jest as leave steal from us as anybody else. You know I'm afore to-morrow night. We've got ter show ther miners
right, too, so don't say no more about it."
around here that we're entitled ter being called toughs.
"I never stole nothin' from yer," the crippled man de- You know how they always laugh when we make a newclared.
comer do ther tenderfoot dance. We've never hurt any one
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yet, an' it generally means that we git anywhere from five
to twenty dollars from our victim afore we let him alone."
"Well, we'll watch our chance to-morrow an' git him.
He's come over here to see about that claim of Joe Major's,
which every one knows is about ther best-payin' one around
these parts. All we have got ter do is ter go over there
when we see him lookin' around. Most likely he'll go there
an' then will be our chance ter make him fork over som~
money of his. But if we kin manage ter steal somethin' of
what he's got to-night, it will be all ther better. Now,
then, here's what I'm goin' ter propose."
Dinky's three companions looked at him in silence and
waited to hear what he was going to say.
. ''Ther first thing ter do is for Humpy ter give me that
eight dollars he's got," went on the leader, in a businesslike way. "Then putty soon I'll go over to ther tavern
an' try ter git ther heathen drunk. If I could only git him
h~lf that way, yo_u kin bet it won't take me long ter relieve
him of some of his money. Then I'll give Humpy his eight
dollars back, an' we'll divide what I git. That's ther first
t~in?. Now, ther next thing is that one of us has got ter
git rnto ther tenderfoot's room between now an' mornin'
an' take some of his money. Mind yer, it mustn't all b~
took, nor half of it. We'll sorter make it appear ter him
that he must have lost it. Who's goin' ter be ther one ter
git into ther tenderfoot's room?"
"I will," Springer declared. "I'll try it, you kin bet."
"Well," said Humpy, shrugging his misshapen shoulders
"I reckon if anybody is goin' ter spend my eight dollars te;
git that heathen full of bug-juice, I'll be ther one myself."
"You can't do it half as good as I kin," declared Dinky,
earnestly.
__ "That's all right," was the retort. "But I don't see why
you should want ter do it alone. Why can't we all go in
with you? Then it would be a whole lot better. I kin
spend ther money, an' you kin do ther talkin'. Anyhow,
you kin bet your ilfe you ain't goin' ter git hold of my
eight dollars."
"Well, if you're bound ter have it that way, all four of
us will go into ther game, then. But we mustn't try it
while Young Wild West an' his pard is in ther tavern."
"Oh, it ain't likely they'll stay there a very lono- time"
.
0
'
Levm
answered, shaking his head. "We'll have another
drink or two from ther jug, an' then we'll go back."
This seemed to be satisfactory to all hands, and when
the tin cups had been filled again they drank this time to
the success of the plot they had formed.
Then they talked of the big time they would have after
they had got hold of the money they proposed to steal from
the Chinaman and the tenderfoot.
The only one of the four who seemed to have his doubts
about it was Humpy.
But it might have been that he was figuring on throwing
his eight dollars away.
No doubt he felt that in case it was a failure he would
be worse off than before.
The toughs remained in the shanty for perhaps half an
hour after that, and then they all left it, Dinky blowing out
the light as they did so.
They walked slowly to the shanty tavern, and when they
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found that Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were
no longer there they felt somewhat relieved.
It happened that our friends had not remained very long
after the toughs left, but Hop was still there, and he was
engaged in a game of draw poker with four miners, who,
in spite of the warning our hero had given them, had decided to play with him.
But the game was not for high stakes, so if they kept on
the way they were going it would take Hop a long time
to win much money.
When Dinky saw the clever Chinee sitting at a round
table with the miners he gave a low chuckle and nodded to
his companions .
"I'd jest like ter git in that game if I only had ther
money," he said, shaking his head, sadly, "but I ain't got
it, so what's ther use of wishin'? But maybe I'll have
enough afore mornin' ter go into any kind of game, eh,
boys?"
They all nodded but Humpy, who had drifted into a sort
of sullen state.
"What's ther matter with you, anyhow, Humpy ?" the
leader asked, as he took the man by the arm and pushed him
to the bar. "Can't yer afford ter buy us a drink?"
"I s'pose I kin, if you think we need it."
"Well, it will look sorter business-like, anyhow."
The cripple ordered the drinks and paid for them.
Then one by one the four toughs gathered about the table
where the game of draw poker was in progress.
Hop had seen them come in, though he paid no attention
to them at the time.
He now looked up and, bowing to them, he said:
"Velly nicee evening, Misler Toughs."
"That's right, heathen," Dinky answered, good-humoredly. "How are yer makin' out?"
"Pletty goodee, so be. Me allee samee losee two dollee."
"Well, that ain't very good."
"See here, Dinky," one of the miners spoke up, sharply,
"this ain't no affair of yours. If you can't say nothin'
funny, don't open your trap."
"All right, I won't say another word. But say! wasn't
you fellers told by Young Wild West not ter play cards with
that Chinee? Ther first thing you know he'll have all
your money an' your clothes, too."
This caused a ripple of laughter, for it might as well be
said that Dinky had a comical way of speaking, even if the
words did not imply it.
He distorted his face into all sorts of shapes when he
talked, and the motions he made with his arms and hands
were rather ridiculous.
"Oh, don't think ther heathen is goin' ter win much from
us," the miner went on, with a grin. "We ain't goin' ter
let him. Ther game we're playin' is a quarter ante, an' a
dollar limit. I reckon we kin go quite a little while that
way."
"We play allee night, so be," Hop said, cheerfully. "Me
no likee win plenty money. Me likee play to passee um
timee."
"Won't yer have a drink with me, heathen?" Humpy
asked, as he touched Hop on the shoulder.
"Yes, me takee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
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"All right; stay right where yer are, an' I'll go an' appeared to grow very drowsy and laid his head upon the
git it."
table again.
The criplc went to the bar and poured a glassful, paying . The money wa.i held loosely in his hand, and when he
for it.
began to snore, Dinky looked around to see if any one
· It was a much greater quantity than Hop was in the knew what was going on.
habit of drinking at a time, but he took the glass and placed
But it seemed that the majority were engaged in listenit to his lips.
ing to the tenderfoot, who was telling some of the advenThose watching him thought sure that he swallowed the tures he had met with since he left his home in the East.
entire contents of the glass, but such was not the case.
When Dinky thought the Chinaman was sound aslee"l he
Hop clid not care about wetting his clothing, and nearlj reached over and gently pulled the roll 'of bills from· his
all the liquor went .down the outside of his neck.
hand.
The game went on, but it was not very exciting.
Quickly placing them in his pocket, he gave a low
Hop did not seem to care whether he won or lost, for he chuckle, and then nodded to his companions.
had become convinced that there was no chance to do much
They did not leave the table right away, however, but
with those he was playing with.
after awhile they got up and went to the bar, being careful
In a few minutes Humpy again invited him to drink, and not to awaken the Chinaman.
Hop accepted the invitation.
"It seems to me you got very liberal to-night, Humpy,"
This time the clever Chh1ee was prepared for it, and in- the man in charge said, as he nodded to the cripple and
stead of drinking the liquor he managed to get it into a grinned.
wide-mouthed fl.ask that he had pushed up close to his neck.
"Well, I don't know, " was the reply. "I thought maybe
His ability to do sleight-of-hand enabled him to man- we could have some fun if we got ther Chinee drunk. But
age this without being observed.
it went ther other way. He's gone to sleep."
All he had to do was to keep t~ll, .attention of every one
"Yes, so it seems. Well, let him alone. A little nap
attracted by making motions with his left hand, while he will do him good, 'cause he sartinly has put away a lot of
let the whisky pour into the fl.ask when he seemed to be tanglefoot to-night."
in the act of swallowing it.
The toughs were anxious to get out, so it was not long
The fact was, Hop guessed that the toughs were trying to before they left the taYern and went back to their shanty.
get him intoxicated, and he was quite willing to let them
Dinky struck a light, and then the others gathered abcut
spend all the money they wished.
him as he drew forth the roll of bills and began counting
Anyhow, he would have the tanglefoot, as he called it, the money.
or nearly all of it, for it was little that was lost when he
To all appearances it was good money, and as none of
transferred it to the fl.ask.
the toughs were in the habit of handling much in the way
Several times Humpy treated him, and Hop seemed to of paper money, they clid not once think that it was counbe gradually growing stupid.
terfeit.
·
After awhile he threw down his cards and declared that
But such it was, for Hop usually carried such stuff.
tie did not feel like playing any more.
The bills were really old Confederate money, and utterly
The rest of the players were satisfied, so the clever Chinee worthless.
got up and staggered over to a table in a corner of the
But Dinky counted them over, and when he found that
room.
( here were nearly a thousand dollars thexe he was much
He sat down and laid his head on the table.
elated.
Then the four toughs gathered about him, laughin g and
"'l'here's only one had thing about it, boys," be Raid,
talking.
shaking his head and looking serious, "maybe this is all
It was easy for the rest of the inmates of the room to thcr money ther heathen had. I never heard tell of a Chiunderstand that the toughs wm-e trying to get the China- nee carryin' so much money with him afore, anyl1ow."
man in a drunken state.
"Well, we can't help it if it was all he had," Springer
But few, if any, believed that it was for the purpose of i-poke up. "We've got it now, an' we would be fools ter go
robbing him.
Liack an' give any of it back to him."
Meanwhile, Hardy Pelton, the tenderfoot, had eaten his
"Oh, we won't do anything like that, of course," Levin
supper and returned to the barroom.
declared, shaking his head.
He was treated kindly by the miners, and when Hop went
"No, of course not," the leader answered. "But s~nce
over to the table he was quite at his ease.
we've had sich good lu ck with ther Chinee, I reckon we'll
It was not long before Hop began snoring.
keep right on an' git some of tber tenderfoot's money."
Then he heard the toughs whispering about getting
"I'm ther man as will git into his room an' relieve him
hold of some of his monE)y.
of it, too!" exclaimed Springer.
That was quite enough for him.
He roused up, and pulling a roll of bills from his pocket,
CHAPTER V.
he called for the bartender to bring the drinks over.
HOP LEARNS SOMETHING AND PLAYS A JOKE.
The order was soon filled, and Hop paid the bill.
There was no one in the barroom of the tavern who did
But instead of putting the roll of bills where he had not believe that Hop Wah was stupidly intoxicated.
taken it from, he kept it in his hand, and after going
What, then, was their surprise when the tough s had been
through t~e p~~r~ance of ll]-~kin~ b~lieye to drink, he gone but a couple of minutes to see him .suddenly rise from
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the table and walk to the bar, smiling blandly and perfectly sober.
"Velly nicee evening, so be," he said, blandly.
"Jest look at that!" exclaimed the bartender, as he
nodded to the surprised inmates of the room. "I ne,er
seen any one <Yit OYer a _jag a quick as that."
"Lat allee light," said Hop, and then turning to the
tenderfoot, he said :
"You takee lillee walk to Young Wild W cst's camp, so
be?"
"Well, I don't mind if I do," Pelton replied, somewhat
surprised at receiving the invitation from the Chinaman.
"Hully uppee, len. We go light lere."
Hop at once left the place, the tenderfoot following.
As soon as they got outside in the dark the clever Chinee
placed his lips clo e to Pelton's ear and whispered:
"You wantee see lillee fun?"
"What do you mean?"
"Lat allee light. Me velly smartee Chinee. :Me Young
Wild West's clevee Chinee. You comee "ith me and you
see lillee fun."
Pelton hesitatecl But there was something in the way
the Chinaman talked and acted that told him it was all
right, so he quickly assented.
"We go :findee um four Melican mans whattee callee
lemselves toughs!" Hop exclaimed. "Ley allee eamee
thlinkee ley gittee me dlunk, and len ley etealee my money.
Me j{nowee whattee ley wantee do, so me let lem takee
counterfeit money. Bigee loll of bills; ley allee samee
foolee."
Hop knew exactly where they would be apt to find the
four rascals, since h.e had watched where they went when
they left the tavern the first time.
He explained it all as they walked along, and Pelton became very much interested.
"What do you mean to do when you get there?" he asked,
as they were close to the shanty.
"l\'Ie showee you. Makee velly muchee fun, so be. Me
likee fun."
"Well, :r won't get into any danger, will I?"
"No. Me takee velly goodee care of you. l\'Ie velly
smartee Chinee."
They reached the side of the shanty probably five or
six minutes after the toughsehad gathered inside.
There were only some thin boards between them and the
tough., and there were cracks enough for them to peep
through, while they coul<l easily hear everything that was
said.
It happened that Springer was expla ining how he intended to get into the tenderfoot's room just then, and
when the eavesdroppers understood what was going on they
were not a little surprised.
Hop had not the least idea that the toughs meant to rob
Pelton whe1~ he invited him to leave the tavern with him.
But he was very glad he had come there 110w.
They listened for fully ten minute,,, and by that time
they understood fully what the rascals intended to do.
Hop drew his companion a short distance from the
shanty, and then said:
"Now, len, me tellee you whattee do. Um toughs no
hurtee you. You hide all you money somewhere, and me
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gi, ee you some bad money to puttee in you pockeebook.
Ley takec you money, and len ley ihlinkee ley velly smartee.
Vclly goodee joke, ~Iisler Pelton."
"I agree ,Yith _you on that," the tenderfoot declared, with
a laugh. "It strikes me that those four men are not nearly
as tough as they try to make it appear. From what I heard
the miners say, they arc regarded more as a joke than anything elRe in the mining camp."
"Lat light. Now, lcn, me makee lillee suplise for um
toughs, and len we allee samee go to Young Wild West's
camp."
"All right. What are you going to do?"
"Me showee you."
'J'h ere was really only one thing that Hop cared to do
just then .
It was the old-time trick of causing an explosion. But
it was a good one, as the reader will admit.
Stepping softly back to the side of the shanty, Hop placed
his eye to a knot-hole.
The four men were taking it easy inside.
'J'wo of them were smoking pipes, while the others were
puffing away at cigarette~.
The jug with -the ·broken handle and tin cups w~re on the
table, and the roon1 was pretty well filled with tobacco
smoke.
Hop had seYeral firecrackers of different sizes in his pockets, and :finding one that would pass through the knot-hole,
he thrust it softly through, leaving the encl wtih the fuse
outside.
It was not so dark that the tenderfoot could not see what
was going on, and he held his hand OYer his mouth to keep
from laughing aloud .
When he !'aw the C'hinaman trike a match and apply
the flame to the fuse, he stepped back and got r1,3ady to run.
The. moment the fuse began to sizzle, Hop pushed the
cracker into the room.
'fhen he turned and caught Pelton by the arm and started
away from the spot at a Rprint.
'11 hey had not got more than fifty feet from the shanty
when-Bang!
'The noise of the explosion was followed by excited yell8,
but they only glanced over their shoulders and kept on
running.
Hop steered his companion away frorn the cluster of
shanties and tcntF, and when they were at a safe distance, he
came clown to ::i 1rnlk.
"Now, len," said he, "we allee samee havee lillee fun
with um toughs, so we go and ·tellee Young Wild West allee
'boutee."
"Well, I must say ·that I have enjoyed myself quite a
little since I have been here in Ginger Camp," Pelton admitted, with a laugh. "When I first got here I thought I
had landed into a hornet's nest, but I sec it is different now.
I am sure I have made many friends here. I hope to remain here for probably a month, since I have got to look
after the interests of my uncle, who is many miles from
here, too ill to come out himself."
But Hop cared nothing about this sort of talk, so he
changed the subject right away and began lauding himself
to the skies.
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This was a fault he had, but since he could not overcome

it he must be forgiven for it.

Probably he did not do it so much to brag as to have
something to say that he thought was humorous.
Our friends were not a little surprised when they saw
Hop and the tenderfoot walk into camp.
They were all sitting near the tents, and two lanterns lit
up the scene fairly well.
ctGlad to s~e you, Mr. Pelton," Young Wild West said,
as he nodded smilingly to the tenderfoot. "Anything
wrong over at the hotel?"
"Oh, no!" was the quick reply. "Your clever Chinee
invited me to come here with him, so I accepted, and here
I am. I hope l am not in.truding."
"Not at all. We are only too glad to have you here."
The young deadshot then quickly introduced the tenderfoot to Jim and the girls.
Pelton proved to be quite a conversationalist, and he was
quickly at his ease.
He said nothing of what had happened just before he
came to the camp, for he was waiting for Hop to do that.
"What brought you back so early, you yaller heathen?"
Cheyenne Charlie asked, as he noticed that Hop stood
grinning as though he felt proud of something.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You hear somethling
go bang lillee while ago?"
"Yes, we did hear somethin'. What was it?" and the
scout became interested right ·away.
"Me makee lillee fun with um toughs, so be. Me chuckee
bigee fireclacker in um shanty. V elly muchee fun."
"Yer did, eh?" and Charlie's face now wore a grin.
"Tell us all about it, Hop."
·The clever Chinee in his own way related all that had
happened, while the rest listened and took it all in, with
the exception of Pelton, who could not quite understand
Hop's rapid-fire talk, and pigeon-English.
•
But he already knew what had happened, of course, so
he laughed when the rest did.
"That is quite a story of yours, Hop," said Wild, nodding to the Chinaman. "So it was for you to discover that
the four men are not only toughs but sneak-thieves, eh?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me findee outtee allee light."
"Well, I think you have. So you let them steal a roll
of Confederate bills you had. Well, that is quite a joke.
But did they seem to be much frightened when you set off
the firecracker?"
"We didn't wait to see that," spoke up the tenderfoot,
with a laugh. "We thought it high time to get away. I
remember of hearing them yelling in a frightened way,
but that is all."
"No timee to stay to hear, Misler Wild," declared Hop,
with a grin. "But we knowee whattee happen, allee light."
"Yes, I reckon you do. I think if I tried pretty hard I
could describe exactly what happened after the cracker
exploded. The villains were amazed, no doubt, and they
will never be able to exactly account for it."
"Me tellee, allee light, before we leavee Ginger, Camp,
so be."
"Well, I suppose you will. But now let us try and set
a trap for the thieves. You have more ,of the bogus money,
. haven't you, Hop?"

"Plenty more, so be. Me gittee whole lot in Silver City
one timee. Me pay five dollee, and um man velly glad to
givee me allee whattee he havee."
"And you had your five dollars' worth long before this."
"Yes, Misler Wild."
"Well, your plan is a good one. Mr. Pelton, to make
himself safe, can leave the biggest part of his money with
us if he chooses. He can take a wad of the bad bills and
let the thieves steal it if they like. To-morrow morning
we will let them understand that what they have stolen is
no good. But how about it, Mr. Pelton?"
"I certainly shall be pleased to place all the money I have
in your charge, Young Wild West," the tenderfoot answered, readily. "I was wondering what I should do with
it, for it might happen that the thief who is to visit my
room some time during the night would find the real
money. That would place me in a rather awkward position."
"Well, only for a short time. Since you know that the
toughs intend to rob you, it would be all right. We won't
let them keep the money very long."
"I have an idea that the four men would put up a hard
fight if they were cornered. You know how it is with a
rat. H you corner him he's apt to fight, sometimes."
"Well, that would be just what we would want," declared the scout, smiling grimly. "But there ain't an awful lot of fight in them galoots, you kin bet on it. Of
course, if they git desperate they might shoot a little, but I
don't believe we would .give 'em any time ter do it. If
I had my way about it I'd help make music for a dance in
this here town afore we leave."
"You shall have your way about that, Charlie," Wild
answered, quickly. "I have been thinking of making the
toughs do the tenderfoot dance before we go. You can
take part in playing the music, for it will consist of shots
from our guns. You and I will do the trick."
"Good enough, Wild!" and the scout was delighted.
"Some of the miners were telling me that the toughs
usually did such things to a new arrival," the tenderfoot
observed, rather uneasily. "I suppose they would have
started in on me if you had not been there, for I heard
what you did to the fellows."
"Most likely they would have made it hot for you, sure
enough," our hero answered. "I believe they will try to
do it yet, and I only hope they do. We won't have anything to do in the morning but to just hang around and
watch to see what happens. You go ahead and do just what
you have planned to do. We will be around somewhere and
see to it that you are not harmed. If the toughs will only
start up their game in that line, it will be a good thing for
us to drop on them and put them through a course of
sprouts."
.
Pelton was much pleased to hear the boy talk in this
way.
He was not long in handing over the money and valuables he had with him to our hero, who made him state just
what they were and make a memorandum on a piece of
paper.
"Now,' then," said he, "when you are ready to take back
theee things, there will be no trouble about it. I hardly
believe that you think you are running a risk of letting me
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care for them, but at the same time it will be more business-like if you have a receipt for them. You keep your
memorandum, which I will sign right away, and when
you are ready to take your mon ey and valuables back,. just
hand it to me and you will get them right away."
"Don't think ·for an instant that I doubt your honesty,
Young Wild West," the tenderfoot declared. "I don't
want a receipt."
"Well, take it, anyhow."
"Well, if you insist on it I will do it as a matter of form,
that's all. I brought a little over a thousand dollars with
me, and I suppose my watch and chain and rings are worth
three or four hundred. I can't very well afford to lose
them, though I hardly think from what we heard while
listening at the side of the shanty that the toughs mean to
take anything but part of my money. It seems that they
think if they leave me with part of it they won't be suspected of the theft."
"A peculiar idea, I should say."
"Well, sich sneakin' coyotes as them is bound ter have
peculiar ideas," observed the scout. "They're ignorant
galoots, you know. They don't know a whole lot."
"They seem to know enough to make themselves look
tough and amuse the miners around here, anyhow," our
hero remarked.
"Well, that fellow they call Dinky is certainly comical to
look at. He looks like a tough, all right, but he can make
the funniest faces I ever saw a man do off the stage."
"That is the reason the miners have never taken the
rascals seriously. I'll bet they have been stealing money
and gold-dust right along in small bits. It is admitted by
every one here that they never work, and they have got
to live in some kind of fashion. Surely the miners would
not keep contributing money to them all this time. I suppose it has never entered their heads that it was a little
peculiar that they should get along as well as they do."
"You have got that just about right, Wild," Jim Dart
spoke up. "'l'he miners have looked too much on the funny
side of it, and they have not suspected the toughs."
Pelton remained at the camp for over an hour, and when
he was ready to go he arose and said:
"Well, I thank you for entertaining me so nicely, and
for taking my money and valuable to keep for me until
this affair is over, Young Wild West. I bid you all good
night. I hope to see you to-morrow morning."
"Good night," they answered, and then as the tenderfoot
turned to leave, Hop quickly walked to his side.
"Me go, too, Misler Pelton," he said. "Me :fetchee you
here, so me takee you back."
"Well, all right. I am pleased to have you go, Hop," was
the smiling reply.
"Don't you get into any trouble, Hop," Wild cautioned,
as the two were leaving.
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no stay velly muchee
long, so be. Me wantee sleepee to-night."
When Hop and the tenderfoot reached the barroom of
the shanty tavern they were not surprised to see the four
toughs there.
They were assembled with the rest of the crowd, and
every one seemed to be having a pretty good time.
None of them said anything about what had happened at
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the shanty, which told that they were rather wise. No
doubt they were waiting to hear some one else mention it.
But the fact was that there had been so much noise in
the place that no one had heard the cracker explode.
Pelton wad pretty well tired out from his long journey,
so he did not linger long in the barroom.
He bade Hop good night, and then did the same to the
miners who had been talking with him before, and retired
to his room.
Hop noticed that the four toughs seemed pleased when
this happened.
But he was well satisfied that the tenderfoot would carry
out his part, for he had given him a big roll of the bad
money.
The clever Chinee was soon talking and laughing with
the crowd.
But after awhile he grew tired of this and tried his best
to get into a poker game.
But no one there would take a chance with him, so he
contented himself with performing a few clever tricks,
after which he gave it up and returned to the camp.

CHAPTER VI.
A NEW ARRIVAL AT THE CAMP.

Young Wild West and his partners were up bright and
·
early the following morning.
After eating their breakfast they left the girls and the
two Chinamen at the camp and made their way to the
mining camp.
Of course, they went direct to the tavern.
A few miners had gathered there, but it was still a little
early for any of them to go to work, so some had not yet
left their shanties and tents.
"Good morning, boys," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, as he smiled at the few who were standing about. "How is everything this morning?"
~'Lovely1 Young Wild West," Jerry Brown, who happened to be there, answered. "I s'pose you put in a putty
quiet night down there by ther brook?"
"Yes, nothing disturbed us at all. We had an idea that
the toughs might pay us a visit, so we kept a watch during
the night."
"Oh, them fellers wouldn't dare ter go sneakin' around
your camp. Don't think that. They may be toughs, all
right, but they ain't as tough as they look, or want people
ter think."
"See here, Mr. Brown, didn't it ever occur to you that
it must take considerable money to keep those fellows in
grub and liquor?"
"Well, I don't know. They pick up a lot from ther men
around here, yer know. Sometimes they give us a little
entertainment, an' then it's when they seem to be real
toughs. I s'pose they would do very well on ther stage.
They've got ther talk down fine, an' they kin act it off, too.
Then Dinky has got sich a face on him that he's bound ter
make a laugh whenever he says anything. No, it never
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occurred to me that it would be any trouble for 'em ter I dropped from the sill of the window without taking the
git what they wanted ter eat an' drink."
trouble to come down by the JJOle.
"Well, you must remember that provisions are pretty
The prints of the boot-heels were imbedded deeply into
the soft earth.
high in the~e parts, and that whisky has to be paid for."
"Yes, tlrnfs so. I s'µofe it would take quite a litlle
"'fbere yon are," he said, nodding his head, in a conmoney ter keep them fell ers goin' . But what makes yer vincing way. " lf I happened to be a detective I might look
ask sich a question?"
:1ronnd for the fo llow who left those tracks here. While ·
"Oh, foT no par(iculaT reas.on. But it did seem Tather there is nothing pce:uliar about Lhe marb, since almo. t
strange to me when I heard that four men could live here every one here wears hoots, there might be something about
without working. Do they ever have much money?"
the prints that would leatl to the discovery of the thief.
"Well, l'\'e seen 'em spend quite a little now an' then, But I reckon we "·on't bother about it. We'll find the man
but that ain't very often, of course. :Most everybody treats who stole your money, :'.\Ir. Pelton. Ju st take it easy. You
'em, eEpecially when things has been goin' Tight."
are not exactly broke, anc} if you happen to get short before
"Oh, I sec! Has the tenderfoot got downstairs yet?"
I leave her_e, I will make you a 1oan. Of course, I mtan
"No; I was ta kin' for him a littl e while ago. I reckon in case the stolen money is not restored to you."
"Thank you, Young Wild West," said the tenderfoot,
he must have been putty tired out, an' is takin' a goocl
sleep. But th~r bell for breakfast will ring putty soon, an' acting as though he was much r elieYed.
then maybe he'll show up."
It soon spread through the mining camp that Pelton had
The words were scarcely out of the miner's mouth when been robbed by a thief, who had entered his room during
a bell sounded from somewhere in the house.
the night.
"There she is now!" Brown exclaimed. "Now it won"t
There was hardly a man in the place, with the exception
be long afore ther tenderfoot will put in an appearance." of the toughs who was not highly indignant over it, and
He was right in this, for scarcely five minutes had who did not offer to help the tenderfoot out.
passed when Hardy P elton came downstairs and entered
But he refused all the offers, smilingly, declaring that
the barroom.
Young Wild West would be enough to see to that part of
it in case he failed to get back what had been stolen from
Wild saw him, but waited for him to come outside.
Pelton, who knew his part pretty well, came out, looking him.
rather sad.
·
"Where do the four toughs hang out, anyhow, Mr.
"Good mornino-"
he said nodclino- to Youna Wild West Brown?" our hero askecl, turning to the good-natured
0
'
, wh o ]rn d ta l<~n suel1 an ,m,erest
, t
, lum.
and brightening up
a bit. '"I have osomethingo to tell you. j m1:~er,
_m
I was robbed last night while I was asleep."
Come out here m front an I 11 pomt out ther shanty
"Robbed!" exclaimed the boy, affecting great surprise. 1wher~ they live," ':'as the ~eply.
"Why, I didn't know there were any thieves about here."
vVild followed him, as did the rest, and the shanty was
,,
.
"Robbed, yer say!" Jerry Brown hastened to say, as he du;! ~ointed ou~.
Did they bmld that shanty? our hero questioned.
looked at the young man in surprise.
,n~
I
l
h
. .
.
"No; that shanty belongs to Joe :Major, ther uncle of
J es,
was awa rnnec1 s ort1y after midmght. and 1t p lt ,,
w·asn't long be-fore I discovered that there was a man in eT~~~ was news to the tenderfoot so h looked at the man
my room. I was afraid that he miirht kill me if I shouted .
.
'
e
··
~
m surprise.
"Is that 80 ?" he asked, eagerly.
or sa id anything, so I remained perfectly quiet. He crept
np close to me and went through all my pockets. He took
"Yes, when he went away from here Dinky took posssesa big roll of bills, and all the money I ha Ye left now is a sum sion. There wasn't much in ther shanty that he could hurt,
less than ten clollaff, mostly in si!Yer."
so no one tried ter stop him. It wasn't long afore he had
"\Yell , I'll be jiggered!" Jerry Bro\rn exclaimed, looking his three pards with him, an' they've been hangin' out
around at the rest who were standing there.
there ever since."
"This is a rather bad advertisement for the tavern I
"Well, I suppose I will have to order them out, since I
should Ea:V," our hero observed, in his cool and easy w-~Y- have papers in my possession that will show that I am in
"Sneak-thieves, eh? Well, it is seldom ~·ou find such fel- chai·ge of all my uncle left here. I suppose it will be hard
lows in mining camps. Maybe one of the toughs visited to make them leave the place, though."
your Toom la st night, Mr. Pelton."
"Not so very hard, I reckon," Wild spoke up, with a
"It was so dark I couldn't see him, though I could dis- smile. "we'll help you on that point. The toughs will
tinguish his form as he left by the window at the side of vacate the shanty when you tell them to, so don't be worthe house. Come around, and I will show you just where ried about that."
he got out. He must have got in that way, too."
"I knew that my uncle had a shanty here, but this is the
They all followed him around to the end of the shanty, first I have th_ought about it. It was my intentions to take
and then, sure enough, they discovered a long pole lying possession of it an.d live there while I remained here. But
on the ground.
I am not much of a hand at cooking my own meals, so I
It was easy to imagine that the thief had used the pole don't lniow whether I will do that or not."
to climb up to the window.
I£ the miners standing about had been close observers
On the ground were several footprints, and Wild soon they might have thought that the tenderfoot did not take
pointed out the spot wl1ere the thief had landed when he .the los,s of his money so very hard.
0
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But it seemed that they all felt sorry for him, and the
fact that the most of them had offered to lencl him money
showed how honest and good-hearted they were. .
The proprietor or the tavern had been aroused by this
time, for the man working for him must have thought it
advi sable to let him know of the robbery that had Leen committeu in the hou ,e during the night.
Ile came down stairs just as Wild invited the crowd inside.
"Hello, boss !" the young deadshot said, with a pleasant
smile. "What kind of a house do you keep, anyhow."
"I always thought I was runnin' things fair an' square
here, Young Wild West," was the rather pointed retort.
"I can't help it if some one got robbed, kin I?"
"Oh, no! But don't take it to heart like that. I didn't
mean to insinuate anything on you. I said it more for a
joke than anythiug else."
"Well I don't think, what happened is a joke. I'm
mighty sure that if I had !mowed any one was goin' ter
roli ther tenderfoot I would soon have stopped it.- If any
one will show me ther man as done it I'll guarantee you
that I'll make short work of him. I'll fill him full of lead
afore he gits a chance ter run."
"Well, you needn't go to the trouble of filling him full
of lead, but I will show him to you before the day is over."
"Do you know who done it, then?" and the proprietor
looked at the boy in ~surprise.
"No, I couldn't swear to it. But I think I cau produce the man who climbed up and got through the window
of Pelto.n's room, and then relieved him of a big roll of
money. But that's all right. Just take it easy. Let's have
· one of those good cigars you have here. They are about
--as good as I have been able to buy anywhere in these parts."
This somewhat mollified the owner of the tavern, and he
condescended to take a cigar him self.
But by this time the miners had found out that Young
Wild West and Jim Dart never touched anything strong.
Just because the young deadshot asked them in to have
something, most of them thought it advisable to smoke,
which they did.
Wild always had plenty of money for spending purposes
with him, so he did not mind it in the least when he had to
pay fifty cents for each cigar and drink that was put out.
"Now, then, Mr. Pelton," he said, turning to the tenderfoot, "you go ahead and eat your breakfast just a1, though
nothing has happened."
"I mean to do that, Young Wild West," the tenderfoot
retorted.
·
"Well, I'm glad yer take it so cool as all that, young
feller," the proprietor observed. "From what I've heard
tell of Young Wild West, it's most likely he'll find ther
thief, unless he has left ther camp afore this."
"Oh, I hardly think he has done that," our hero answered, quickly. "Anyhow, if we fail to find the thief I
will see to it that Pelton gets enough money to la-st him
1mtil he can make a draw from home."
"Well, I think I would be willin' ter let him board here
as long as he wanted ter, an' take my chances on gittin'
paid for it some time."
"Well, that's good in you, I must say. But never mind.
Everything will conie out all right before the day is over."

1'1

Wild walked leisurely outside, and just as he left ihe
shanty tavern the clatter of hoofs sounded along the trail.
It was but natural that he should turn his eyes in that
direction.
Every one looked that way, in fact, and when they saw
a horseman riding up at a gallop they were not a little
interested.
It was not the usual thing to see a stranger ride into the
miniug camp so early in the morning.
Jerry Brown no sooner got a good look at the horseman
than he shook his head and said :
"I never seen that feller afore. I wonder where he come
from?"
'-'We'll soon ·find ont, I reckon," Wild answered, coolly.
"}[ost likely he will let us know all about it. He seems
to be one of the talkatire sort."
"You kin tell that, eh?" and the miner smiled, as he
looked at the boy in a sort of admiration.
"Yes, I carL tell that eYen at the distance. But here he
comes. A pretty tough-looking customer, I should say."
This was indeed the case.
The shirt and trousers worn by the stranger were in a
ragged and dirty condition, while the wide-brimmed hat
that adorned his head was full of holes.
.
His boots, too, looked as though they should have been
thrown away long ago.
The horse he had was a tough little broncho, and the
saddle and bridle looked to be almost new.
This made quite a contrast between horse and rider.
"Wow!" yelled the man, as he reined in his steed right
before the door of the tavern. "Here I am. I was mighty
glad ter see this camp, gentlemen. I'm a gentleman what's
in hard luck. I've got plenty of money, but I ain't had
nothin' to eat in two days. I got lost in ther big canyon
back here, an' bein' without grub, it made it mighty hard
for me. Why, ther only thing I've eaten since ther day
afore yisterday is a jack-rabbit, which I had ter eat ,raw,
'cause I'd lost all my matches an' couldn't start a fire.
Landlord, where are yer?"
"Here I am!" the proprietor answered, as he came out
and stood before the horseman.
"Well, jest fb: me up some bacon an' eggs as quick as
you kin. I want a steamin' hot cup of coffee, too, an' a
lot of bread, an' I've got ther money ter pay for 'em. My
name is Bill Wells, an' I'm ther toughest customer what
ever rode through sagebrush. Wow! wow!"
The yell that came from the lips of the man told plainly
that he had a good pair of lungs.
He quickly dismounted, and throwing the bridle rein
over a post that was near at hand, he fairly ran inside the
shanty.
Seeing that the proprietor had made no move to :fill his
order, the stranger became angered.
"Git a move on yer, you lop-sided galoot!" he shouted,
as he looked at the proprietor. "I'm hungry. Didn't yer
hear me say it? I've got ther money ter pay for what I
want, too."
Then he suddenly whipped out a gun and began shooting holes through the floor, near the feet of the boss of the
place.
"Easy, stranger," said the man, rather coolly. "Look:
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out what you're doin'. You might hit my feet, and if yer bad man, so he did not say a word, but stepped over and
permitted him to go ahead. •
done that it wouldn't be very healthy for yer."
While he was talking, Charlie had pulled a gun, and he
"What!" roared Bill Wells, savagely. "You don't mean
ter say that you would dare ter turn on me, do yer? Why, now stood with it, the muzzle pointing toward the floor.
Wells had his in about the same position, so it was an
I kin lick any seventeen men as ever got together in a
chance as to who might get in the first shot.
even
bunch. I'm awful bad, I am, an' I'm so tough that a bulyou mean to say that you want ter fight me?" the
"Do
let won't go through my skin, even."
asked, as though he was not sure that he had
man
bad
breakyour
order
I'll
an'
gun,
that
away
put
just
"Well,
heard aright.
fast for yer."
"That's just what I said. Come on outside. There ain't
"You'll order it without me puttin' away ther gun. Ii
you don't, somebody will be diggin' a hole ter bury yer in no use in spattering blood all over ther floor in here, an'
breakin' up things. We'll jest go outside an' shoot it out,
afore many hours."
if you don't feel like shootin' it out, we'll fight it out in
or
Young Wild West and his partners were not a little
other way you want ter. It's for you ter say, you
any
met
had
they
for
on,
going
was
man
the
amused at the way
sneakin' coyote."
many just like him.
Then it was that the manner of Bill Wells suddenly
They had come into the shanty and were standing
changed.
not far from the door.
He dropped his gun back into the holster, ancl turning
It must have been that the smiles on their faces had the
a chair that was near a table in the center of the
toward
effect of attracting the attention of Bill Wells, for sudsaid:
he
room,
:
out
called
and
furiously,
them,
upon
denly he turned
"You jest wait till I've had my breakfast, an' then I'll
"What are yer grinnin' at over there? Do you think
do business with yer. But if you're still willin' ter fight
I 'm doin' this for fun?"
"Why, you are not in earnest about what you are doing me when I git ready, you may as well tell your friends
or saying, are you?" Wild asked, in his cool and easy way. where you want ter be buried."
"All right, I 'll give yer a chance ter eat your breakfast
"Earnest! What's ther mat ter with you, boy? What
I s'pose it's better ter die on a full stomach."
fir;,t.
do you take me for, anyhow?"
· "Do you want me to tell you what I take you for?"
"Yes," shouted Wells, his face now as red as a beet.
"Well, I'll tell you, then. I take you to be a big bluffer."
" Yer do, eh?"
CHAPTER -VII.
Wells fired with wonderful quickness, and the bullet
hit the floor within an inch or two of our hero's feet .
MAKING A TOUGH MAN TENDER.
" Git out of here!" he roared. "I'm ther galoot as kin
make music for a feller like you to dance. Git outside,
No doubt Cheyenne Charlie would have kept on until
'cause I don't want ter cut ther floor all ter pieces. I 'm he made the bad man either fight or " squeal," but Wild had
goin' ter make you dance, an' any one else as laughs kin shot a warning glance at him, which meant that he was to
jine right in with yer."
let Bill Wells eat his breakfast first.
'rhe scout always understood the glances the young dead" See here, stranger," and in a fearless manner that was
surprising to the man himself, as well as the miners, th e shot gave him, so he gave a nod when the bad man sat down,
young deadshot stepped right up to him and looked him and then coolly walked outside.
Hardy Pelton followed him, but Wild and Jim remained
squarely in the eyes, "you don't mean half you say. You
the place.
in
couldn't make music for me to dance, because I wouldn't
said our hero, nodding to the proprietor, "I
"Boss,"
going
is
there
if
that
you
let you. But I will guarantee
to be any dancing done, and there is music needed to keep reckon you had better order that fellow's breakfast for him.
the dancers going, I will be the one to furnish the music. H e is very hungry, and probably that is why he is in such
Now, then, you take my advice and put that gun away, and a bad humor. Maybe he will feel better after he has filled
in."
then sit down and wait until your breakfast is ready."
"All right, if you say he oughter have his breakfast right
"Me take your advice!" and, angry as he was, Wells
I'll see that he gits it."
away,
burst into a roar of laughter. "That's what I call prethe boss walked out of the room to another
saying,
So
posterous. A kid like you givin' ther toughest man what
shanty.
the
of
part
ever rode through sagebrush advice. Harken to what I say,
Bill Wells had nothing to say at all. Ile sat in the chair
everybody ! I kin lick any seventeen men as ever got
in a meditatiYe sort of way and appeared to be quite uncontogether in a bunch."
scious of what was going on around him.
" You couldn't lick a postage stamp," Cheyenne Charlie
Satisfied that the man was nothing more than a big
retorted, for the scout's blood was now up, and he could
Wild could not resist the temptation of saying
bluffer,
like
feel
you
think
you
"If
.
himself
no longer restrain
fightin', jest come outside an' I'll show yer somethin' that something.
"So your name is Bill Wells, is it?" he asked, as he
you never knowed afore. There won't be no seventeen men
stepped over closer to the man.
you have got ter tackle, either, 'caus I'm only one."
"Yes, kid, that's what I said."
Wild felt certain that Charlie could easily• handle the
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"And you are the toughest man that ever rode through
sagebrush?"
"Yes, that's sartin."
"And you can lick any seventeen men that get together in
a bunch?"
"I said that, too, and I reckon it's true."
"And you are very hungry?"
"Yes, that's right."
"You want your breakfast mighty bad?"
"Of course I do, kid."
"Well, then, why don't you go and take a good wash
before you eat? You have plenty of time to do it. I nm
sure you need it, too."
"What's that to you whether I need a wash or not?"
"A whole lot. I don't like to see a dirty-looking coyote
like you sitting around. Now, you just go out back and
you will find soap and water, I have no doubt. Go on,
now."
"This is what I call real amusin'," and Bill Wens forced
a laugh. "Well, I s'pose I'll have ter do it, then, kid, 'cause
if I don't, most likely you'll hit me, or somethin' ."
This was said in a mocking way, but there was not a
man there who did not believe that the bad man was actually afraid of the boy.
The bartender told him where he could find water, soap
and towels, and he went outside.
In about ten minutes he returned, and he certainly
looked in much better shape.
" Ah!" said our hero, who had been waiting for him.
" Now you look a little more respectable. You have got
some of that dirt off your skin, so it won't be so tough now.
A bullet might go through it."
"Don't you worry about that, kid. I'll show yer whether
a bullet will go through my skin or not as soon as I have
filled in with a good breakfast."
But there was a false ring in his voice, and a ripple of
laughter followed the remark.
"You galoots kin laugh all yer want ter, but jest wait
till I git started once."
This caused more merriment, and before it had died out
in came Hop Wah, Young Wild West's clever Chinee.
Hop had been eager to get over to the tavern, but there
had been plenty 0£ work for him to do at the camp, and
it was not until now that he found the chance.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," he said, bowing and smiling to every one in the room.
"You kin bet your life it is, Hop," said the bartender,
who had learned his name and had taken quite a notion to
him.
Hop made a curtesy to show that he appreciated the retort, and then he turned slowly and fixed his gaze upon
the stranger.
"Whattee lat, Misler Wild?" he asked, pointing tc Bill
Wells.
"Well, Hop, that's another tough man who has come to
Ginger Camp. He got here a little while ago, and I have
reason to believe that he i~ about the toughest one we have
ever met. He can knock the other four fellows who claim
to be toughs into a cocked hat."
Wells scowled at the Chinaman, and then he suddenly
pointed his finger at him and exclaimed :

"Scat! Get out of here!"
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop asked, affecting innocence.
"You allee samee gottee fit, so be?"
, "Vamoose ! Skip ! Light out, heathen ! Scat! I don't
like yer."
Instead of obeying, Hop walked over to the table and
sat down in a chair almost opposite him.
"You velly nicee Melican man, so be," he observed,
blandly.
Wells shot a glance at our hero, and then settled back
in his chair as though resigned to his fate.
"I reckon things don't work exactly the way you want
them to, Wells," Wild said, coolly. "I suppose you have
always been in the habit of making people do just what
you said. It is rather bard on you not to be able to make
a Chinaman move when ·you tell him to, isn't it?"
"Never mind about that. I'm a little weak now, but
jest wait till I git my stomach full. Then I'll show you
folks around here what a real bad man is."
"Well, we will wait, £or I think every one is anxious to
see."
"Maybe you lillee bit sick, so be," Hop ventured, as he
smiled at the bad man· in a patronizing way. "Me gottee
velly goodee medicine."
"I reckon you'll be sick, heathen, afore very long," was
the bluffing retort.
"You takee lis pill and pletty soonee you be allee light ."
As he said this Hop produced a pellet that looked exactly like one that might have been purchased at a drug
store.
"I don't want your pill. Don't bother me, or I'll git
mad an' blow ther top 0£ your head off."
"Lat allee light. Me goodee Chinee. You no shootee
me," and then Hop calmly produced a cigar and lighted it.
The pellet lay on the table pretty close to Wells, and
before throwing the match upon the floor, the Chinaman
reached over and touched the flame to the pellet.
Instantly there was a faint hissing noise, and then whai;
appeared to be a live snake arose from the table, coiling
itself and wriggling about in a fantastic, not to say, startling way.
"Wow!" cried Wells, leaping to his feet and looking at
the phenomenon in dismay. "What's that?"
"Lat allee samee lillee snake, so be," Hop answered,
with a smile.
It was nothing more than what is called a Pharaoh
serpent egg that Hop had usec1, but it was evident that the
bad man had never seen such a thing before.
However, he was not so badly frightened that he did not
make an examination, and when he touched the serpent it
broke into pieces.
"Did that thing come out of that little pill?" he asked,
showing that he was more interested than he was angry.
"Lat ligt. Me showee you nicee lillee tlick now. Me
gottee more pills."
The clever Chinee quickly produced another.
"Settee down," he said, persuasively.
"Yes, that's right; sit down, Wells," Wild called out.
That was quite enough to make him obey, and he looked
at. the pellet on the table in an awesome way.
"Now, len, you watchee," Hop observed, as he drew his
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handkerchief from his pocket. "~le coYee um pill, and
len me makee allee samee hatchee."
He proceeded lo arrange the hanclkerchir.l' to suit him,
and when he had clone so he lifted both hands from it and
fixing his eyes on the ceiling, callecl out, sharply :
"Eggee hatch!"
"I reckon you'll have ter light it to make it do that,
won't yer? 'l'hat's what yer c1one afore," came from
Wells.
·
"Lat allee light. Me makee burnee lat timee. Lis timee
me makee biggee snake, velly mnchee alive, so be."
So saying. Hop lifted the handkerchief from the table.
Not only "·as the bad man surpri sed, but the miners who
had gathered about as well, for coiled upon the table was
what appeared to be a live tattler.
The bad man uttered a yell and fell OYer backward,
while the rest quickly got at a safe di~tance away from
the table.
"Velly niece make, so be," Hop said, as he picked up the
rattler, which twisted anc1 squirmed in his hand.
He walked around the table and held it close to the face
of the bad man, who yelled for him to take it away.
Wild thought it advisable to let the miners know that it
was nothing but a piece of rubber that had been fashioned
into the shape of a snake and painted by the clever Chinee,
so be did so.
Then it was that the surprise that had been shown by th e
lookers-on was changed to merriment.
Bill Wells got up and ran as though for his life, the
Chinaman hot after him, the wriggling rubber make in
his hand .
Not until the bad man had leaped through a window,
taking the sash and all, was Hop satisfied.
Cheyenne Charlie, who had been standing in the doorway, ran around and caught the follow and gripping him
tightly by the arm, he forced him around and pu~hcd him
through the doorway.
"You're a p11tty specimen of humanity, ain't yer?" he
exclaimed. "Afraid of a rattlesnake, ,rhen it ain·t nothin'
but a piece of rubber painted 11p a little. You talk about
lickin' sm·enteen men, do ycr? Wh y, '.\'OU don·t amount to
nothin'."
"T,ct go my arm," was the reply. "J'll show you what
rll do to yon after I git my brcakfa,t."
"So thcr snake ain't alive, eh?" he added, looking at
the grinning Chinaman.
Imiead of making a reply, Hop appeared to place the
b2,1 ,1 of the rubber snake into his mouth, and quickly
c·nu,ccl it to c1i3Rppea r.
0£ ('0ursc, it did not go down his throat. but almost every
one in the@room \ms sure that it did, since be gi..ve an
ex1ra gulp as the tail disappeared .
'·Lat velly goodee .for bleakfast, so be," the Celestial
ob~enc(l, with a bland smile.
,T ust then the proprietor announced that breakfast was
read y, irnd, t:;:embling like a leaf, the bad man hurriedly
followed him from the room.
Wild was telling the miners all about Hop and what
he could do to make fun and excitement, when the landlord came out, a broad smile on his face.
"I reckon ther s!arch has all been took out of that ga-

loot," he sa id. "He paid me in advance for his breakfast.
He giYe me five dollars an' told me to keep ther change.
He·~ got plenty of money, it eeerns, so I reckon I may as
well git my share of it."
"Well, you had better git ii afore he goes outside ter
fight it_out with me," the scout spoke up.
"I'll git it afore he does that, Cheyenne Charlie," was
the reply. "Don't you think that Bill Wells, as he calls
him self, will erer go out to fight with you. I kin tell that
much by ther way he acts. But he sartinly is hungry,
'cause he gulped down a slice of bacon without chewin' it."
"Well, we will wait for him, anyhow, and hear what he
intends to do," saicl our hero.
They waited fully twenty minutes, and though it was
time for them to go to their work, several of the miners
lingered to see what would happen.
"It's putty near time he showed up, I reckon," the scout
remarked, as he looked toward the door he expected the bad
man to appear through.
"Maybe you had better go in an' see what's keepin' him
there so long," suggested the landlord, with a grin.
"Right yer are, pard. · I'll do that right away."
The scout hurriedly left the room, but in less than a
minute he returned and exclaimed :
"Why, ther sneakin' coyote has gone! I reckon ther fight
will have ter be postponed."

CHAPTER VIII.
THE TOUGll GAXG GETR A NEW MEMBER.

The four toughs were rather late in rising the morning
after Hop and the tenderfoot bad been robbed.
Humpy was the first to rise from the rude bunk he haa
been sleeping in, and as he had drank -hea1ily before going
io sleep, he was in anything but a condition that went to
make a clear mind.
But he wa s not long in arousing his companions, and
then all four were soon bustling about.
The door was thrown open, as well as the two windows
the shanty afforded, and Levin went 011t to gather some
,rood to eta rt a fire, so that they rniglt t boil coffee for their
breakfast.
"I reckon there ain't mnch to eat in ther house is there
Bill?" Dinky asked. as he surveyed the box that 'was used'
as a cupboard and shrugged hi s shoulders.
"Not much, I reckon," was the reply. "But we've got
plenty of money now, so one of us could run over to ther
store an' stock up a little bit. I happen ter know that
they've got hams an' shoulders over there, as well as bacon.
A little fried ham with some taters sli ced up thin an' fried
in ther grease wouldn't go bad with a cup of coffee this
mornin'."
"Well, I s'pose it wouldn't. But I was never much of
a hand ter eat a breakfast. A cup of coffee an' a drink of
whiskey will generally satisfy me till noontime comes.
Then I kin most always eat like a horse. But see. here !
Ther money we got hold of last night is putty much all in
•
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big bills. I ain't used ler seein' such bills, in fact, an' enough, I reckon. Then we could spend a little bit at a
some of 'em looks a little funny to me."
time, an' nobody would 1 suspect us."
"Well, you kin read what il says on 'om, can't yer ?"
"Well, I s'pose th~ is a good idea. All right, then.
"Not much. But I kin tell ther figures all right. Ther Let's chip in what loose change we've g~t an' use it to buy
mallest one what was in lher bunch I took from ther hea- some grub with, an' also ter git more tanglefoot."
then last night is a twenty."
This they did, and they found that the s111m tetal
"An' ther smallest I got from ther tenderfoot was a amounted to about seven dollan and a half.
twenty, too," Springer spoke up. "Ther biggest bill has
"I'll take care of this, boys," Dinky said, "an' I'll do
got a hundred on one corner, an' ther letter C on ther ther buyin' as far as it goes. When ther stage-coach goes
other. That means that it's a hundred-dollar bill, of over to-morrow, one of us will take a ride an' git them
course."
big bills changed."
"Sartin. Ain't you never seen a hundred-dollar bill
"I'll be ther one ter do that," said Humpy, eagerly.
afore?"
"No, you won't," the leader retorted, with a peculiar
"Can't say I have. You know as well as. I do that I sort of grin. "You might take a notion not ter come back
ain't never been further East than Denver, an' ther money with ther change."
we handle out here is all gold an' silver."
"Well, then, we'll all go."
This statement of Springer's was indeed correct.
"Well, we'll see about that. But you fellers was talkin'
At the time of which we write, bank-notes and bills is- about ham an' fried potaters, an' I think I've got up a
sued by the Treasury were uncommon in that region of little appetite. I'll go over to ther store. Jest have tber
the country.
pan ready an' a good fire goin' when I come back."
But, of course, all four of the men had seen paper money.
So saying, Dinky pocketed the money and went out, no
Some of them could read fairly well, too, but not one of one making any objections.
them took notice that the money was issued by the ConfedNo doubt they felt that the little change he had along
erate States of America, and not by the United States.
with him amounted to nothing compared with the big bills
Still Dinky seemed to have a suspicion that the money they had in their possession.
was not altogether r°ight.
Dinky was about half-way to the store, which was loThey had divided it before retiring the night before, cated a short distance from the tavern, when he suddenly
and when the leader produced a fifty-dollar bill and looked saw a stranger walking swiftly toward him, and acting as
it over carefully, he shook his head and said:
though he was afraid of something.
,
"Come ter think of it, this is ther funniest' money I ever
The stranger was Bill Wells, as the reader might judge.
seen. That bill don't seem to be as though it's genuine."
He had hurriedly finished his breakfast and sneaked \>Ut
"That's as much as you know about it," Springer de- of the back door of the tavern, so as to escape meeting
clared. "You ain't in ther habit of havin' big bills. Dinky. Cheyenne Charlie.
.
You don't s'pose ther tenderfoot would have money that
"Hello, pard! What's your hurry?" Dinky asked, lookwasn't no good, do yer? An' _yet· don't s'poso ther heathen ing at him and sizing him up carefully.
wonld, either. They sa:v he ·s a ga ,n hler, an' alway,; carries
"Who are you?" Wells asked, looking around, apprea big pile with him. We got hi s pile. an' we got ther ten- bensively.
derfoot's pile. It's a wonder to me that somebody ain't
"I'm one of ther toughs of Ginger Camp," Dinky anhcen over here afore thi~, arr11sin' us of ,loin' ther thievin'." swered, rather proudly.
"What would they do that for, T'd like ter know?"
"fa that so? Well, T call myself ther toughest man
Hnmp:v spoke up. "We ain't got ther reputation of hein' what ever rode through sagebrush. Shake hands, pardner."
thieve$, have we?"
"This is somethin' funny, I think," Dinky observed,
"Only among ourselves, I s'pose." and Dink)' laughed with a grin, as the two gripped hands. "When did yer
at his little joke. "Bnt see here, T'll go over to ther store git here?"
an' buy some ham an' other things, an' I'll git this bill
"Somethin' like half an hour ago. But say! who is that
changed."
boy with ther long hair what's so sassy like?"
"I woulcln'l clo that if I was you," Humpy declared,
"You mean Young Wild West, I reckon."
~haking his head.
"Yes, I guess that's who it is."
"Why wouldn't yer ?"
"Did yer have any trouble with him?"
"Well, it might be that you would be suspected right
"Well, I reckon I did, but I had more trouble with ther
away. Most every one arol1ncl here knows that we ain't tall galoot with ther long, black hair what's with him."
s'posed to have mnch money, an' if you got a fifty-dollar
"Oh, you ai~'t ther only one as has had trouble with
hill changed there would be $Orne talk about it. an' it would that gang. Is that your horse over in front of i.her tavreach ther ears of them wl,at wa s robbed last nigbt. You ern ?"
l1adn't better clo that, Dinky. Lot's rake up what. change
"Yes."
we've got, an' buy ther ham an' things with that."
"Well, you jest git him an' g0 over to our shanty. I
"Accordin' to what you say, ther money we got hold of raf;her like ther looks of you, an' I'll treat you to a good
last night won't do us no good, then."
breakfast."
"Well, it "'on't here. But couldn't one of us take a ride
"I\·e had my breakfast," and Wells shook his bead and
in ther stage coacl1 some day thi s week an' git ther bills again looked over his shoulder as if he expected to see some
cha,nged into gold an' silver? That could be done easy one following him.
I
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"Well, go an' git your nag, then."
"No, I reckon I won't go there. If I do I might git
shot."
"Oh, is it as bad as that?"· and Dinky looked surprised.
"I reckon it is, pard. I'm an awful tough man, but I
think I got myself in a hole when I interfered with them
fellers what's in ther saloon."
"Yer do, eh? Well, you go over to that shanty," and
Dinky pointed it out. "I've got ter stop an' git somethin' foT breakfast. You'll find three as good men there
as you ever set eyes on. They're toughs, too. We pride
ourselves on callin' ourselves toughs. You say you're an
awful tough man, so what's ther matter with j'inin' with
us? If we had a feller like you ter go in with us, an' you
was willin' ter take a little risk, I reckon we could make
things hum around this here camp."
"I'm jest ther man you want, then. My skin is so tough
that a bullet won't go through it," and :Sill Wells so far
forgot himself as to throw out his hand and strike a pose
to add to the effect of his words.
"Well, you go on over. Jest tell 'em I sent yer, if they
say anything. It will be a surprise for 'em ter see a
stranger come in, of course."
Wells was only too glad to finrl some one he could chum
with, and he lost no time in making his way to the shanty.
The door was open, and when he walked in the three
toughs were amazed.
"Hello, pards !" the newcomer called out with a smile.
' I would be
"A feller jest sent me over here an' told me
welcome. My name is Bill Wells, an' I'm ther toughest
man what ever rode through sagebrush. My skin is so
tough that a bullet won't take no effect on it but would
glance off jest ther same as if it had hit a ro~k. I'm all
there, an' I ain't afraid of nothin'. I kin lick any seventeen men as ever could git in a bunch. Hooray!"
"Well, by thunder!" exclaimed Humpy, who was the
first to find the use of his tongue. "This does beat all,
don't it, boys?"
"Somethin' like that, I should reckon," Levin remarked
'
while he surveyed the newcomer critically.
"Tough, eh?" Springer added. "Well, we call ourselves ther toughs."
"So I heard. Your pard-I don't know what his name
is--told me that. He invited me here ter have breakfast,
hut as I jest had all I wanted ter eat at ther tavern, I
won't bother yer with that. But what I'm lookin' for is
friends, an' accorain' to what he says, I reckon I've found
'em."
· "I reckon you have," and Springer at once shook hands
with him.
'l'hen he proceeded to tell his own name and that of his
two companions, the latter showing how willing they were
to ehake hands with Wells.
"The toughest man what ever rode through sagebrush"
proceeded t• make himself at home.
He sat down upon a box, and filling his pipe, lighted it
and puffed away, while he related what had happened since
he_ struck the camp that morning.
"Jest give me ther least show an' I'll soon make short
work of Young Wild West an' his pards," he added. "You
fellers don't know me, but when I once git started, I'm

worse than a whirlwind from Kansas. I took water a little
while ago, but that was no more than right. I knowed
putty well that if I went out ter fight that tall galoot with
ther long, black haid, that somebody would have shot me
in ther back afore I got a chance tor pull ther trigger. But
it's all right, boys. You call yourselves ther toughs. I'm
goin' ter be one 0£ yer. There's :five 0£ us now, instead 0£
one, an' I reckon afore you know me very long you'll think
I'm equal ter a dozen."
"Seventeen, maybe," observed Humpy, with a tinge of
sarcasm in his voice. "You said a little while ago that you
could lick seventeen men."
"All right, put me down as seventeen, then," and Wells
seemed to take it as though it was meant.
They kept on talking about our hero and his partner.,,
not forgetting to bring in the Chinaman and the tenderfoot, now and then, until Dinky came back with the provisions he had gone to the store to purchase.
The leader seemed so glad to have Wells join them that
it did not take the rest long to come to the conclusion that
things would soon take a change in Ginger Camp.
"Jest tell me all about yourselves," Wells said, as he
watched the ham sizzle on the little stove. "You're ther
toughs of this here camp, you say. Now, then, how comes it
that you first called yourselves toughs?"
"Well, it's this way: When we struck here we was what
yer might call tramps in mighty hard luck," Dinky explained. "Most every man what met us told us we was a
tough-lookin' lot, so that made us think it a good idea ter
call ourselves toughs. We've been mighty tough right
along. I mean by that that every time a stranger arrived
we generally made it putty warm for him until he give us
some money. We ain't none 0£ us done a stroke of work in
a long while, an' we never intend ter. But we've managed
ter live, jest ther same."
"Done a little stealin', I s'pose," and Wells knocked the
ashes from his pipe and smiled complacently.
"Well, I don't know as a man's got ter commit himself
on sich a subject as that."
"Of course not. But I don't mind tellin' yer that I've
done a whole lot of it. I'm jest like you fellers. I never
work if I kin git along without it, an' I generally manage
ter git along without it. But ther thing is now that we've
got ter git revenge. You have been used rather mean by
this here boy what calls himself Young Wild West, an'
so have I. What we want ter do is ter fix I1im."
"I never thought 0£ doin' that," Dinky answered, shaking his bead.
"I don't s'pose you had ther nerve ter think of sich a
thing, let alone do it."
"Well, maybe I didn't. But it would be a blamed good
idea, though, wouldn't it, boys?" and he turned to the
others.
"It sartinly would," Springer declared.
"Well, i£ you £ellers will stick to me, we'll soon clean
out Young Wild West an' his crowd, an' we'll make that
tenderfoot dance lively, an' give up some of his money."
"Oh, we intended ter do that, anyhow," Dinky declared.
"But Young Wild West says as how he's goin' ter make us
dance afore he gits through with us, an' that he's goin'
ter help make ther music for ther dance."
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"He'll make ther music, eh? Well, maybe he won't be
livin' when this dance comes off."
Bill Wells was very boastful now, and he actually made
the four toughs think that he was a wonclerfol man, and
not afraid of anything.
"You fellers jest go ahead an' eat your breakfast, an'
then we'll strike out. Of course, we don't want ter go at it
right away, but we'll jest wait for a good chance."
The more they talked about it the more the four rascals
became convinced that they had a good chance of wiping
out the young deadshot and his partners.
They ate their breakfast and washed it down with coffee.
Then Dinky picked up the jug that was without a handle,
and shook his head sadly.
"It's too bad we drank all ther tanglefoot up last night,
Wells," he said, "but I reckon we kin git more."
"I'll go over an' git some now. Give me some of that
change," Humpy spoke up.
"Well, here yer are. Git three dollars' worth . It's about
all I've got left."
"Say !" spoke up Wells, as the cripple was leaving the
shanty, "jest fetch my nag over with yer when you come
back, will yer ?"
"All right," and away went Humpy with the jug.
He did not stop until he reached the tavern.
Wild, Charlie and Jim were still there, and so was Hop
and the tenderfoot, who was getting ready to go and make
a survey of the claim he had come to look after.
Pelton had eaten a rather hasty breakfast right after
Bill Wells left the place, and the proprietor could not help
wondering at how easy he took the loss of his money.
As Humpy came in with the jug, Hop looked at him, and
smiling blandly, said:
"Hello! Velly nicee morning, so be. You gittee ma
velly muchee dlunk lastee night. Me no likee."
"Is that so, heathen?" and Ilumpy forced a smile. "Well,
I didn't tell yer ter drink so much tanglefoot, did I?"
"Lat allee light. You velly smartee Melican man."
The cripple placed the jug on the bar and laid clown the
money he had', and was soon supplied with the liquor he
had come for.
Then, without a word, he went outside and takin/)'0 the
broncho by the bridle, he started toward the shanty.
"~ere are you going with that nag?" Wild called out,
runnmg out of the door.
"Ther owner asked me ter fetch him over," was the
reply.
"Oh! So the owner is over at y0ur shanty, eh?"
" Yes."
" A friend of yours, I suppose."
"Well; I don't know about that. We never seen him
till a little w11ile ago."
"Well, all right, go ahead and take the horse."
Humpy, much relieved, lost no time in leading the animal to the shanty.
"Now, then," said Wild, smiling at the tenderfoot, "I
reckon it won't be a great while before the music will start
and the dance begins. There are five toughs now to deal
with, and ii' we don't take care of them in proper fashion,
my name isn't Young Wild West."
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CHAPTER IX.
MAKING l\IUSIC FOR A D.l.NCE.

When Bill Wells saw H1m1py coming with his horse he
was delighted, and his courage and bravado arose to a still
higher pitch.
"I'll show you fellers what a real tough is!" he exclaimed,
turning to Dinky and the others. "You jest wait a while,
an' I'll tell yer what is ther best thing ter do."
Humpy's face wore a broad smile as he came up with the
jug and horse.
"What did Young Wild West say toyer when he come
out as you was leavin' wtih ther horse?" Dinky asked.
"Oh, he jest asked me if ther feller what owned ther
horse was over here, that's all."
"It's a wonder he didn't make yer leave ther nag there,"
Springer spoke up.
"No, he didn't say nothin' about that. He only laughed
a little, that's all. I reckon he's ready for anything that
might happen."
"Well, I'll bet he ain't ready £or what's goin' ter happen, jest ther same," Wells retorted, with a meaning glance
at his companions. "Now, then, there's five of us. We'll
divide ourselves in two parties. Three of us will go to one
place, an' two kin go somewhere else. Since~you have been
tellin' me about ther three gals Young Wild West has got
with him, I've become a whole lot interested. They must
be alone at ther camp, 'cause ther boy an' his t wo pards is
over at ther tavern yet."
"Yes, an' one of ther Chinamen is there, too. That means
that there's one of 'em left with ther gals."
"Well, we don't mind about him. Which two of yer
wants ter go over there with me an' steal one of them gals,
jest for ther fun of it?"
"What!" cried Dinky, in great surprise.
"I mean jest what I say. We'll go over there an' steal
one of ther gals an' take her somewhere, an' then when
Youug Wild West an' his pards comes to look for her we'll
lay behind ther bushes an' shoot 'em down. If we're toughs,
we might as we~l be toughs. If we do that I reckon it won't
take so long ter boss ther whole camp."
"That's a putty dangerous proposition, I think," Humpy
ventured, shaking his head.
"Well, you needn't go with me, then."
"Well, I'll go with yer, blamed if I don't!" Dinky exclaimed.
"Me, too!" cried Springer.
"'11 hen, Bill," said Dinky, turning to Levin, "you an'
Humpy kin do what Wells thinks best."
"Well, what I want them ter do is ter go over to ther
tavern an' keep Young Wild West an' his pards there,
that's all," "the toughest man that ever rode through
safebrush" answered.
"Well, that will be easy enough," and Humpy seemed
to be well satisfied with the arrangement.
Wells seemed to be eager to proceed, so it was not long
be.fore he left the shanty with Dinky and Springer, being'
careful to sneak around behind the shanty and reach somo
buiihes, so they might go on to the camp near the brook
without being observed by any one near the tavern,
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They bad not been gone more than five minutes when
Humpy and Levin set oui, leasurely, for the tavern.
Meanwhile, WellR was eneouraging hif: two companions
greatly by his remarks.
"J\Iaybe them galR will wani ter marry u,:." he went so
far as to say. as they were nearing the Rpot where our
friends hacl pitcher! iheir rnrnp. "Tf Yonng \Yild West
an' his two parch goes under, they'll wani. Rome one ier
protcd 'em. There's three of 'em, nn' there'R three of ns.
'l'hcr other two fellers don'i Reem ter 1rnnl in keep in ihis
·
game with me, so they'll have ter be left ont."
"Well, I'm satisf.le~1 if it tnrns out ihnt way." Dinky
retorted.
"So am I!" exclaimed Springer, eagerly.
"Well, you come on, then. I'll show yer how ier do
this trick. Yon jest leave it to me. It ain't ther first time
l 've eYer done anything in ther abcluctin' line."
As if it had been arranged RO they con lrl carry out their
foul purpose, Arietta left the camp ju,:t then and started
walking along the brook.
The girl was looking for some wild flowers that were
growing along the bank.
A big cluster of them happened to be located probably
a hundred yards above the camp, and as a big clump of
bushes and some trees lay between, the girl was observed by
the three toughs as she appeared.
"There!" exclaimed Wells, delightedly. "There's one
of 'em now. , Now, then, you'll see how easy it will be ter
git hold of her an' carry her off without lettin' her make a
sound. Of course, I want you hrn fellers ter help me."
''We'll help yer. We're in for it now, so we might as
well go ther limit," Dinky answered, bravely.
The trio of villains crept cantiously along through the
•ushes and rapidly neared the unsuspecting girl.
When they saw she had a revolver hanging from her
belt they were a little uneasy, hut nothing dauntecl, Wells
nodded for his two companions to come on, and gradually
stole toward her.
Arietta reached the spot where the :flowers were the thickest, and was leaning over, plucking them, when suddenly
Wells pounced upon her, and clapped his right h::incl over
her mouth, while he held his left arm ahout her body. pinning her arms to her sides at the same time.
She tried to cry ont, but so heavy was the hand that
the ~ounds she made did not go but a few yards.
"Stuff a handkerchief in her moutl!, boys!" whispered
hN captor. "Jet tie her hands, too. She clon·t ,reigh
more than a hundred pounds, so it won't be much trouble
ter carry her along. What we want ter do is ter git to
some place where they can't see us from ther minin' camp."
The girl's own handkerchief was quickly stufferl in her
mouth, and then a bandanna that belonged to Springer was
tied over it and knotted at the back of her head.
'l'his effectually cut off her cries.
When her arms had been tied to her sideR, Wells picked
her ·up and throwing her over his shoulder as though she
was nothing more than a sack of grain, he turned to his
companions and said :
<'Now, then, where's a good place ter go?"
"Right over this way, ;r think. But how far do yer want
ter go?" Dinky asked.

"Oh, not very far . .Te~t so we're out of sight of uny one."
"\Yell, comp on. tlwn. I know jest ther spot."
It happPnPd that T)inky hacl in minrl the claim that belonged io the unvlc of the _tenderfoot.
It was rather lone~omc there, ~inc·c no one wa,: working
on either sirlc of ll1e phwr, arnl aR 1l1e hushe8 were quite
tliic-k, il mu,-;( hnrc oernne<l io the villain ihnt it would be
the proper ph1r·c to go.
It rlic1 noi take 1mwh more than nre minutes for them
to get there, ancl Anna allll EloiRe knew nothing of the nbclnction of Ariella.
"Here we are! How will ihis pl are do?" sai<l Di11ky, as
he stepped over a fallen tree arn1 nRcell(led a hank.
"JeRt ther plaee," answerecl Well. "~ow, then, we'll
iie her to this tree, an· then when we gii Pveryihing ready
we'll take ther gag out of her monlh an' let her yell. Young
Wild West an' his panls will come rnnnin' up in a hurry,
an' all's we've goi ter clo i~ icr pop 'cm 0\'er ther minuie
they git c-lose enongh. T rec-kon that 1Yill show ther miners in this here camp that ther toughs is ther real thing.''
Both Dinky and Springer seemed to think that Wells
.
was right in what he said.
Arietta was carried up the bank and soon tied 1..o the tree.
The girl, though she had been startled at what had taken
place, was now perfectly cool.
It was not the first time she had been abducted, and she
had no idea that anything worse than what had already
happened would be the result.
She was well satisfied that the toughs would never be
able to shoot Wild and his partners down, and having heard
them say that they were going to remove the gag, she1aciually smiled, for she knew she could wam them when they
were coming, to look out for the villains.
H Dinky and Springer had been at.all wi~e they would
not have taken much stock in what Bill Wells propof'ed.
But it i::eemecl that they really thought him to be a Yery
clever man, ancl they were quite willing to do as he sai L
"There!" said Wells, as the last knot was tied. "Now,
then, I'll jest walk out here a little ways an' take a peep."
"I'll go with yer," Dinky said. "Springer, you stay
here an' wat('h thcr gal.''
"All right," the latter nodded.
Then the two villains weni along the bank and were soon
able to peer through the hnRhes and see what waR going on
at the mining camp, which was not more than three hunc1reL1 yard,, di,:tant.
What was their surprise to see the tenderfoot walking
along directly i.oward ihem.
"Who's that galoot?" Wells asked, in a whisper.
"That's ther new arrival what come last night. I clid
say that T was goin' ter make him dance."
"Well, I reckon yer kin·clo iL. Jest tell your pard back
there ter take ther gag ont of ther gal'i:: mouth. Rhe will
yell rigl1t away, an' ther tenderfoot will rnn here in a
hurry. 1'hen we kin make him dance all right, an' be ready
for Young Wild West an' hiR pards when they come, ioo."
Dinky did not stop to think of what the conflequences
might be, bnt quickly rnllecl ont to Springer to rPmovc
the gag.
The moment this was clone, Arietta shouted:·
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"Help! help! Three of the toughs have got me tied to a arc going to make
the music for a dance now. We will
tree here. Wild! Wild!"
give you three fellows the first chance, and when we arc
Her eries rang through the clear morning air with won- through with you we will
take care of the other two. Get
derfol distinctn ess.
down there on the level ground."
Of course, they were heard by n early every one at the
Wells was the only one who attempted to pull a gun,
camp, but Hardy Pelton was so close by that he was able but before he could
get it from the holster Wild fired and
to locate the spot where the cries came from, instantly.
grazed his arm with a bullet.
rrhe tenderfoo t quickly drew a revolver from his coatThen it was that the man who had boasted that he could
pocket and started on a run.
whip seventeen men lost all his courage.
Wells and Dinky were waiting for him, and as he reached
"Don't shoot ag'in, Young Wild West!" he called out,
the top of the bank they suddenly pounced upon him and in a frightene d way.
"We was only puttin' up a olu:ff.
knocked the revolver from his l1ands.
We didn't mean no harm."
Then a couple of kicks sent him rolling clown the bank.
" Get down there!" came the sharp response.
Crack!
Wells hurriedly slid down the bank and stood upon the
Dinky fired a shot with his revolver, ancl the bullet came ground, near the fallen
tree that crossed the stream.
so close to the feet of Pelt011 LhaL the young man uttered
"Line up there!" Wild said, coolly, nodding to the other
an involunta ry cry of alarm.
two.
"Stop it!" he shouted. "Don'L shoot me!"
"Don't shoot u s !" pleaded Dinky, while Springer was
He was tl10roughly alarmed now, and feared that the fairly choking
with terror.
villains really meant to kill him, since they had Arietta
Arietta, though she was bound to a tree, laughed deritied to the tree so close at haml.
sively at the three rascals.
"Git up an' dance !" roared Dinky, as though he had for"You tho11ght you had done a very clever thing," she
gotten everythin g else and was benl upon making an ex- said , tauntingl y.
"Now you are going to take your mediample of t!te tenderfoo t.
cine.· Young Wild West is going to make music for a dance,
Pelton got upon his feet and immediat ely started to run. and you are to be
the dancers."
But Springer now took a hand, and all three began shoot"That's right, Arietta," Cheyenne Charlie called out.
ing HO rapidly that he stopped suddenly and began dancing "I'll cut you loose
in a minute. But I ain't got time jest
for all he was worth.
now. rrher rope ain't hurtin' yer any, is it?"
~Ieanwhi le, Youug ·wild West and Che.rennc Charlie
"No, Charlie," wa s the reply. "Go ahead and make them
were ln1rrying as fafL a:; they could to tltc scene.
dance. Give it to them good."
Jim Dart had gone to the camp to make sme that AriThe tlnee wretches stood on the fallen tree, over tlie
clta h_ad really disappear ed from there.
hrook, their hands over their h ea4s and trembling .
- ~tiuers were running :from all direction s, too, and
"Now, then, you sneaking coyotes, step lively!" exIIumpy aud Levin, who knew prcLLy well what was going claimed Young Wild West.
on, remained in front o[ the ia\'crn, fearing to leave there.
Crack ! 'fhe young deadshot fired and chipped a piece
'l'he three toughs had emptied th e chambers of their re- from the middle man's boot-heel
.
volvers and were loading them again when Arietta took ocrl'he dance started.
casion to shout.
Crack ! crack !
",Yild !" she called out, loudly . "Look out when you
\Vild fired again, and the scout quickly did the same.
come. 'J'hey will be lyi11g in wait for you!"
Our hero's bullet clipped a piece from Dinky's boot-leg,
"All right, EL!" came au an;;wering shout.
wT1ile the scout's grazed the ankle o_f Wells.
When the three men Jiean1 this they bega n to realize that
Th e latter dropped in the water. with a yell of pain, but
they were not going to liaYe such au easy time of it, after
(;harlic knew pretty well that he was not much hurt.
all.
"Git np there an' dance!" he roared. "If yer don't, I'll
But they hurried ly n111 up the bnnk, rn they might get
d10ot
yer full of holes."
a bhot a:; the young dcadHhol and h iH partners appeared .
1p
l
the Yillain got, and the dance continued .
W!Jeu they saw there were but two oI them corning wl10
W i ltl and Charlie kept on shooting, making tlie music
were clo~c enough to be taken care oC they cToucbed in the
bmhf's and waited.
for th e dance they had promised , and when the chambers
Arietta turned her head and was able to see them, so she of their revolvers were nearly emptied they reloaded them.
again called out:
But it was not long before several miners appeared upon
"~prcad out to the right and left. 'fhey are hiding the scene.
right, in front oi you!""
'l'hen it was that tl1e tenderfoo t, who had been sitting
"Shet up, gal!" roared Dinky, forgetful of the fact that upon the ground watching the scene, arose to his
feet.
his word s might be heard by tho~e approach ing.
When our hero had fired at least twelve shots he nodded
But Arietta's warning answered the pUTpose nicely.
to the dancing men and said:
Wild ran to the right and Charlie to the left, and before
"Now, then, I reckon the dance is over. Just hold up
the tough~ hardly realized it they suddenly appeared before your hands,
and the tenderfoo t will relieve you 0£ your
them, with 1eYe]ed revolvers.
hardware ."
"Get down there, you sneaking coyotes!" Young Wild
Pelton looked surprise at this,. but when Wila nodded
West called, his eyes fl.ashing dangerou sly. "I reckon we for him to go
ahead he knew what to do.
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"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" shouted J erry
The young deadshot then coolly ascended the bank and
Brown, waving his hat. J~vcry man present joined in
cut his sweetheart loose from the tree.
· " Well, Et, this was a little surprise to me," he said, with heartily.
"Line up there, you sneaking coyotes!" Wild called out,
a smile. "I had no idea the toughs had nerve enongh to
he looked at the five WTetches. "When I fire the first
as
even think of catching you and bringing you here."
I want you to dance. You have got to dance better
shot
by
It was just then that Jim Dart appeared, followed
than you ever did before, too. H you don't you are liable
Anna and Eloise, who were very much excited.
for the amputation o:l\ your feet. You
But when they saw Arietta standing there smiling they to have good reason
I say?"
knew everything was all right, so they were not long in hear what
mercy!" came from a couple of the villains.
"Mercy!
do.
will
women
as
her,
g
embracin
rushing to her and
"Let her go, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie called out, gleeWhen the three toughs had been relieved of their weapons
fully.
Wild nodded to them and exclaimed :
Crack !
"Now, then, I reckon you fellows will march over to the
young deadshot :fired and hit the heel of Dinky's
The
necesis
tavern, where your friends are. I don't think il
boot.
right
nerve
has
who
you
of
sary to tie you, for there isn't one
Then they all began shooting, while the :five t oughs leaped
enough to try to put up a :fight or run away. You know well
enough what you would get if you tried such a thing. wildly in the air.
There was a great uproar, for the miners could not keep
You," nodding to Bill Wells, "are a very bad man, indeed.
still.
You are what I call a dangerous customer. You can lick
When at last Wells fell from sheer exhaustion, Wild
seventeen men- in a bunch."
up his hand and called out :
threw
drink
a
"He couldn't lick a postage stamp without takin'
the
it!"
will do. The music will stop now, for the dance
tried
"That
he
·
of tanglefoot ter git up his nerve afore
that
give
ter
over."
goin'
is
I'm
"Wild,
scout exclaimed, grimly.
The toughs all sat down and watied to hear the verdict.
feller a good lickin' afore this thing is over. I want ter
But Wild was satisfied pretly well, so he told the miners
punch his face all out o.f shape."
them twenty
" Well, Charlie, I am going to let you do it, too. We that the best thing to do would be to give
camp.
the
want to get the five in a bunch, and then we will have an- minutes to leave
This was settled upon, and then our hero demanded that
other dance. I reckon we have the music right here," and
give up the money they had stolen from Hop and the
they
revolver.
th e young deadshot tapped the butt of his
t.
camp,
tenderfoo
mining
the
to
over
The three toughs were marched
this, willingly, and when be explained to them
did
lnuThey
they
coming
them
saw
Humpy
and when Levin and
that it was nothing but bad money, they looked at each
riedly went inside the tavern.
and Pelton laugh'td
" J im, you go and fetch those two fellows out," our hero other and said nothing, while Hop
ly.
delighted
said, in his cool and easy way.
Hop got back the Confederate money so he might have it
" Right you are, Wild," and Dart went on ahead and
use some other time.
to
boldly entered the tavern.
his
to get o[ so easily, the five toughs hurriedly made
had
Glad
he
him,
on
turn
might
men
Fearing that the two
their preparations, and before the twenty minutes had
revolver in readiness .
elapsed they had left the camp for good.
But no such thing happened.
"Gentlemen, I reckon that will be about all," said Wild,
Humpy and Levin had squatted in a corner, and their
·
his cool and easy way. "Now, then, we will have to
in
faces were pale with fear.
you, for I am sure there will he nothing exciting
leave
"Come on out here, you sneaking scoundrels!" Jim
here for awhile. Pelton, . I hope you have good
around
called out, sharply, as he flourished his revolver. "You
luck. I am sure if you stick to Jerry Brown and Dan
haven't danced yet, so come on."
Tapley they will help you out."
With very little hesitation they obeyed, and as they
The tenderfoot, after receiving his money and valuables
came out, nearly every miner belonging to ·Ginger Camp from Wild, urged our friends to remain there longer.
had gathered there.
But they would not listen to this, and so set out in search
" Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, turning to the o.f further excitement and adventures.
crowd, "I reckon you all know pretty well what has happened. When we came here we found four men who took
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
pride in calling themselves the toughs of Ginger Camp. WEST'S BA DIT SHAKE-UP; OR, ARIETT A'S DAROf course, they were not tough at all, and if it had not been ING DECEPT ION."
that another fellow came along who claimed to be tougher
than t hey were, the chances are they would never have
SPECIA L NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekdared to even think of abducting Miss Murdock. But ly except the following are in print : 1 to 40, 42, 44, 45,'
three of them did it, and they handled her rather roughly, 47, 50 to 52, 63, 69, 78, 88, 90, 102, 105. If you cannot obas you lmow. 'l'hat is quite enough to put ropes around all tain the ones you want from your newsdealer, send the
their necks, I suppose, but I don't mean to allow that to be price in money or postage stamps by mail to FRANK
done. Excuse me when I say it, but I am running things TOUSEY, PUBLIS HER, 24 UNI')N SQUARE, NEW ·
here in Ginger Camp just now, and I am going to have my YORK CITY, and you will receive the copies you order, by
return maiL
way about it."

TRICK COIN
JJOLDER. The

coin holder Is attli.ched to a ring
made so a.a to flt
anyone's finge r .
The holder clasps
tightly a 25c. piece.
Wh en the ring Is
placed on the ftnger with the coin showing
the palm of the hand and offered ln change on
It
c annot be picked up. A nice way to tip people.
Price by mall, postpaid , lOo. each.

FRANK ROBINSON, 311 W. 44th St., N. Y.

Wizard Repeating

LIQUID _PISTOL
Will stop the most vie•
lou1 dog (or man) with•

out perman ent lnln1·y.
Perfectly safe to carry without danger
of loakai;e. Jl'ires and recharge s Dy
pulling the trigger. Loads from any Liquid. No
cartridge s requlrect. Over six shots In one loadinl(.
All dea.lers, or by mat!, 50c. Pistol wltb rubber
covered holster, GGc. Holsters separate , 10c. Money
order or
stamps, No coins.
PARlER, STEARNS&. CO., 273 GEORGIAAVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

u. s.

"RAr~GER" BICYCLES

Have itnftorUd rolle'I" chains, sjJrocJ.:els and
pedals; Nt'W Departure Coastir•B rtUu a.nd

,Hu/Js; Puncture Proof T,.',-es; hiJ!lzestgt 'ad,
egui'Jment and many advanced features pos•
1

FAC1fORYPRrcE'S~!~~f::f;~~
othc,s ask for cheap wheels. Other reliable

h:d1sr::r::h~!:::.:::s1~od

aocond•

1ODAYS'FREE TRIAL'!:'!!!
pronl,frei

l\lAGIC COINE R.-A mystifyi ng and amuS•
in g trick. Tin blanks are placed under the
!lttle tin cup and coined Into dimes. A real
money maker.
Price, 20c.

L. Senaren s, S'7 Winthro p St., Brookly n, N. Y.
THE HINDOO WBIBL ER.

A white-w ood, notched stick, 8 1·2 Inches
l ong with a pivot at the end, on
which a
met8.1 arm revolves . Your friend sc rapes
the
notches with a toothpic k, but he cannot make
the metaJ arm spin unless he understa nds the
secret. You can scrape the stick in a certain
way and the metal whirls to the
right.
S cra'.pe the same way, and at the word of
comman d you can make it revolve In the opposite direction . A mystifyi ng novelty which
will puzzle and amuse everybo dy.
Price, 10
cents, postpaid .

M. O'NEIL L, 425 W. 56th lit., N. Y.

"UNCLE SAM" BANKS
Por Quarters, Nif.kels, Dimes and Pennies

£htflrtJaid ,3.nywher cfn U.S .•
withowt a cent •·n advance. DO NOT BUY a
bicycle o r a pair of t!res from anyone at any
Jrice until you get our blj'ncw cataloe- and

~

sj)ecial /rlcts and a ,,,u,Hletous nt'al off,r.

Cleane d from the breech.
You can look through the
bauel aad aee that it'• clean.
Simple take-dow n. You caa remove
the breech block with your filliers.

AT~IR'taE'sbi1::S
te~~~~,e~';;~\:Jh:::ie,tamps.
parts, and sundries half
0

us11at jJri'ces.

Rider Agents everywhere are cointne- money
cycles, tires and suodrtes. Write today. selling our b{..

MEAD CYCLE CO.,

t

.

.

.

Dept. p.292,

CHICACO

DISAPP EARING

TIIIMB LE.

-A thimble Is placed on a ftnger-tlp and then the palm of the
other hand is placed over It and
tightly closed. On opening the
hand the thimble has entirely
vanished . A pretty pocket trick.
Price, 15c.
lll. O'NEIL L,
425 W. 56th St., N. Y.

WIN DOW

S lll A S H E R S.~
Th e greatest SENSATION , just from
Paris.
A m ost
wonderf ul effect or
a smashin g, breaking, falling pane of
glass. It will elect r I f y everybod y.
When you come
home, slam the
door shut and at
the s a m e time
throw the discs to the floor. Every pane of
glass In the house wlil at once seem to hM"e
b een shattere d. Price by mail, postpaid
, 36c.
a set of six plates.
FRANK ROBINS ON, 311 W. 44th St., N. Y.

NEW YORK IN A NUTSH ELL,

Shoot

~fl;gJ/g
Lesmok .22s. They hold the
world"s 100 sb.ot record of 2,484
out of a possible 2,500•
~/Q.l l;l/M C-the c,edccl

' ,hootiusa c;ombiuatioo.
W rile /or a fr•• Id of Tar1c/l.

Remin1ten Arm,-Uaion.Metallic
Cartridge Ce.
299 Breaiw&1, New York Cit,

An assortment of lapel button• and
pop-up folders will be sent free on
request.

ADDRESS DEPT. 7 F.T.

25 Colored Views of the Big

-An
English walnut shell, prettily hinged Clty.
with ribbon, to which a smail tag Is attached
.
nut contains 25 beautifu lly lithogra phed The
or the principa l points of Interest In views
around New York City. You can address and
the
tag, put on a stamp, and mail it. A nice
souvenir to mall to your distant friends.
Price, by mall, 10 cents each.
M. O'NEIL L, 425 W. 56th St., N . Y.

EVERY DEPO SIT RECIS TERS
Qu arter Banks register 80 deposits or $20.00,
the Nickel bank holds 2-00 deposits or $10.00,
the Dime bank holds 200 deposit! or $20.00,
and the Penny bank contains 100 deposits or
$1.00. These banks are about 41,!, Inches
4 inches high, 3 Inches wide and weigh long,
from
% lb. to 1½ 1,bs. They are made or heavy
cold rolled steel, are beautifu lly ornamen ted,
and cannot be opened until the
amount
ot their capacity is deposite d. Whfull
en the coin
is put In the slot, and a lever is pressed, a
bell rings. The Indicato r always shows
amount in the bank. All the mechani smthe
Is
eecuroly placed out ot reach of meddles ome
fingers. It Is the stronges t, safest, and most
reliable bank made as it has no key, but locks
and unlocks automat ically.

Price ONE DOL LAR each

FRANK ROBINS ON, 311 W. 44th St,, N. Y.

THE MYSTIO RING.

r=tt

£1T'.l'LE GIANT l\IlCROSOOPE.
This powerfu l lit•
tie
Instrum ent
Is
made
of oxidized
metal. It stands on
2 supports made the
exact length, to get
a sharp, 1-lnch focus on the object to
be magnifie d.
Is ;t hlgh-');)o wered lens of Importe There
glass
mounted In the circular eye-piec e. Itd can
be
used to detect impuriti es in liquids, for examining cloth•, or to magnify any object to
enormou s size. Can be carried In
vest
pocket. Price, 6 cents each, postpaidthe
.
Chas. Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey City, N. J.

A Brand-N ew Trick, Just Out.-Pu zzllng,
Mystify

ing and Perplexi ng. A metal ring Is
handed a r ound for examina tion, and Is found
to be solid, unbroke n japa nned Iron. A cane,
a pencil or a string Is held tightly at each
end by a spectato r.
'l.~he p e rforme
tnps the cane with the ring, and rthelightly
ring
suddenly Is seen to be encirclin g the
How did tho ring pass the spectato r's cane.
two
hands and get on the cane? The most myst!Cylng trick ever Invented .
Others charge
75 cents for this trick; but our prlco,
including instructi ons, is 12 cents.

FRANK ROBINS ON, 311 W. 44th St,, N. Y.

PRANTO l\1 CARDS. -From five cards
are mentall y selected by anyone, placed three
an ordinary handker chief, perform er under
draws two cards, the ones not selectedwiththe
perform er Invites anyone to remove ; the
other two. and to the great astonis hment of
all they have actually disappea red.
No
sleight of. hand. Recomm ended
the m ost
ingeniou s card trick ever inventedas
. Pr Jee, 10c.
WOLFP MOTEL TY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
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One Copy Three Month1.... .................. .... • .... •• ..
f One
Copy Six Months......... . ..... .................. ......
One Copy One Vear .......... , ................... .........
A.

c.nu

.65 Cents

$1.25
$2.50

Postage Free.

HOW TO SEND MONEY-At our risk send P. 0. Money Order, Check,
or Regietel'ed Letter: remittances In any other way are at your risk.
We accept Postage Stampe the same as cash. When sending silver
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The idea of an all-rail route from America to Paris, by way
of a tunnel under Behring Strait, has been revived in Europe,
and the coming year will witness the completion of plans on
paper by eminent engineers. A strongly capitalized corporation is back of the project. The plan is to utilize two small
islands in th e strait for the purpose of ventilating towers.
'I'h se would divide lhe tunn el inlo three sections of about ten
mil rs each. The railroad is rapidly approaching both the
Alaskan and . Asiatic coasts, in the region of the strait. In
Alaska especially the progress is rapid, considering the construction difficulti es to be overcome. It would require some
years to build a tunnel under the strait, but with the chance
of building it in three sections it is quite feasib le, each division
being only slightly longer than the Slmplon tunnel through
the Alps.

Frank Tousey, Publisher
~-4 Union Sq., New York

SOME GOOD ARTICLES.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.

"I have been spending the week training a waitress." "What
The barbers of Paris, after they have attended one customer, for?" "For the famlly she is now working for."
must wash their hands before beginning work on another.
Judge-Are you married? Prisoner-Yes , your honor. I've
The steam whistles for the "Olympic," the largest ever made, .been married six times. Judge-What was your object in havconsist of three bell domes, 9, 15 and 12 inches in diameter, ing so many wives? Prisoner-I wanted to see If I could get
with a maximum height of 4 fe,e t 2;~ inches. One set w!ll be a gone one, your honor.
carried on the forward funnel and another on the second for"What's the matter, old chap?" "Why, don't you see that
ward funnel.
Bounder has just offered my wife the shelter of his umbrella?"
Experiments have proven that bananas m,ay be ripened to "Why don't you call him to account?" "I'll wait tlll he takes
the best advantage by subjecting them to a dry beat of seventy- her home-my wife has her new bat on."
five degrees in an air-tight room. Recently electrical apparntus
"Gee! these two-apartmen t buildings are great thirrgst"
Jias been employed for producing the necessary heat in a ripening rooms, and the heat is kept constant by means of ther- said the first tramp. "I always call on the folks in the upper
one." "Why?" asked the second . "They never have any grass
mostats.
or wood to cut before they'll give you anything to eat."
a
has
walker,
track
City
Kansas
veteran
the
Boone Bennet,
Styles (after the call)-Did you mean that when you told
record of which few men if any can boast. He lives near
Nash&
Louisville
the
for
track
Mrs. Catt that you never enjoyed hearing a phonograph as
Dudley, and has been walking
ville Railroad Co. on the Kansas City division for nineteen much as you did hers? Mrs. Styles-Certa inly I meant it.
years, For sixteen years be made the round trip every night Didn't you notice she kept her tongue still while her phonoof _' twenty-one miles. During those nineteen years he has graph was going?
walked over 132,780 miles or track at night, besides the walkUncle Joe Cannon, condemning to a group of reporters a
ing he has done In daytime, •
certain clause of the reciprocity bill, said: "Why, the spirit
man who deFew people In this country are aware that just across the of that clause is as small as the spirit of the
show on the
re
moving-pictu
a
to
ticket
price
half
a
manded
the
in
11ne from Alaska, at the edge of the Rocky Mountains
"
eye.
one
only
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that
ground
reindeer.
wild
of
herds
vast
are
there
British possessions,
There is a reason for this situation, however, which makes it
A St. Louis traveling man, making his first trip through
pretty clear. For the past two years these reindeer have been
to find the ground
imported from Siberia. This is also the reason why the rein- North Dakota, woke up one May morning
asked the hotel
he
sake,"
heaven's
"For
snow.
with
white
Far
the
in
deer are getting so scarce in Siberia. The Indians
summer out in this
have
you
do
"when
disgustedly,
clerk
main
their
of
one
is
which
meat,
reindeer
the
Noyth eat
country?" "I don't know,•· replied the clerk. "I have only
articles of food.
been here eleven months."
The Dead Sea is encroaching upon the land about it so rapidly In this decade that whole forests of trees which formerly
grew at some distance from its banks are now partially submerged. Maps of the sea made twenty years ago show an
island near the northern extremity of the lake, which was not
found during a recent survey, 'and it is supposed that this has
been lost in the rising waters. The Turkish government sold
the mining rights on the shores to a syndicate for about
$350,000, and it the sea, for some unknown reason, continues
to rise, these holdings will be almost worthless.

A New York clergyman was once sent for In the middle of
the night by one of the ladies of his congregation. "Well, my
poor woman," said he, "so you are very ill, and require the
consolations of rel!gion? What can I do for you?" '·No,"
replied the old lady; " I am only nervous, and can't sleep."
'·How can I help that?" asked the parson. " Oh, sir; you
always put me to sleep so nicely when I go to church that I
thought if you would only preach a little for me." The parsQn
hurried off.
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THE MOONSHIN ER'S REVEN OE
By Horace Appleton.
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We indulged in several drinks at the bar, and when he
had !Jerome sufficiently mellow, I suggested that it would
not be a bad plan for me to ritle out with him to his place
and look at his stocl, that he might have on hand, just the
animals that would answer my purpose.
"I haven't the slightest objection, stranger," he replled,
·'You're welcome to go home with me, and stop all night, but
you'll find it a mighty lonely place."
My companion's whole conversation during the journey ran
on the merits of his horses, bat my mind was so occupied
with other subjects that I only now and then answered him in
monosyllables.

I was sitting in my room at headquarters one day, when
the office boy informed me that the chief desired my presence
for a few moments.
I complied at once, and when seated, the chief turned to
me and said, banding me a letter:
"There's a pretty good chance for you to show your skill
and secure a good reward."
The letter bore the head ing : "Secret Service of the UniIn good time we arrived at his place, which was situated
ted States," and contained a proposition from the head of on a lonely road in a low marshy tract of land, from which
that department that our chief furnish him a man to assist rose, in sterile, gloomy grandeur, the lofty sides of the Blue
in discovering and bringing to justice a gang of moonshiners Mountains.
in North Carolina, who, despite the most strenuous exer·'This is a rather desolate country,•· I remarked, as I alighted
tions of the government officials, had evaded them, and con- from the buggy.
tihued in their illicit operations of manufacturing liquors. II "Yes, that's so," he replied, "but there's lots of fun here''Now my good fellow," said the chief, when I had finished . abouts, and you would li.ke it if you got used to it."
reading the letter, " I think you're just the man to show
"You must have to go a good way to find company," I
those government people a wrinkle or two in the detective replied. "There don't seem to be any very near neighbors."
business that they know nothing about."
"Oh, there's plenty or neighbors, and lively ones, too, over
The reward, $10,000, is certainly worth trying for, to say there in the valley beyond the mountains," he replied, as he
nothing about the reputation, I concurred with him, adding led his horse into the stable.
that I felt confident that I could succeed in the undertaking.
After seeing his horse well disposed of, he led the way into
'· I believe you can, too," said the chief, "and I desire you the house, where I made myself as comfortable as circumto report to Washington at once."
stances would pe, mit.
That very afternoon found me en route to Washington.
While we were seated at the supper-table I ventured to
It being late when I arrived there, I deferred all business inquire about his neighbors over the mountains, as to their
until the following morning, when I presented myself and pursuits, character, etc.
_
credentials at the secret service office, and was cordially re"Oh, they're mostly stock raisers,'' he replied, "although
ceived by the chief of that department.
a few of 'em, I guess, do a little 'crooked work.' "
I listened attentively to all he had to say, althoi1gh1at the
Being pressed for an explanation of the term "crooked
s~ime I was mentally formulating a plan of action. I work," he exclaimed, shoving his chair back, and rising to
argued that so long as he had been unsuccessful in all his his feet, at the same time placing his hand suspiciously near
plans, that my best course of action wa:. to go one my own his hip pocket:
hook, independent of his ideas.
~ Say, mister, durned if I don't believe you're a detective,
Shortly after I set out on my journey, and when I arrived and you're on the lay for something.··
at Raleigh, more by luck than design, located myself in a
··Well, Cod h elp him if he is, .. added the wife. "They've
little hotel well on the outskirts of the town.
been faring pretty hard in these parts lately. I should think,
I had not been there long when I learned that the place John, that the fate of your brothers would keep detectives
bore a very unsavory reputation, being considered by the away from this section for a while.
authorities as a resort for all the hard characters in the city
'· Poor boys," he replied. 'Tis a pity that they should die
and adjoining conntry.
In that way, but I'll get sq uare, Sally, I'll get square,'' and
I had been there three days, frequenting the bar-room he clenched his fists together, and strode savagely across the
most of the time when I made the acquaintance of what ap- floor, his rough, sunburnt cheeks glistening with tears.
peared to be a rough, honest, simple-minded farmer.
During his colloquy, I had sat a silent listen er, one hand
In one of our chats he informed me that he was a horse- on a trusty revolver in my pocket.
trader, and that he lived about six miles out of town, near
I cpuld see that I was In a very interesting qua1-ters, and
the Blue Mountains, and he added:
that it required a little strategy to carry my point.
·'It's a pretty tough country, so far as the inhabitants
When the la.ndlord of the domain had become sufficiently
are concerned- I have to keep my stock under lock and key, calm, I inquired:
or they would be stolen. Hoss thieves are as plenty as
"My friend, what reason have you for supposing me lo b.e
whiskey, and the Lord knows that's plenty enough. ,Jack a detect! ve? ''
Redmond and bis gang make the olcl stuff fast eno ugh to keep
"Let's drop the subject, now," he replied, "and go into the
us all supplied.··
sitting-room, and give the old 'ooman a chance to clear away
It is a detective's province to be able to read human nature her dishes,·· saying which he led the way.
at a glance, and I fancied from the man's manner that If
When he got into that room he closed the door between
I could ingratiate myself into his confidence, he would be a it and the dining-room, and walking up in front of me, sai:l:
valuable aifl to me in the work I had undertaken.
'· Stranger, I have had some experience with detectives in
I informed him that I was a dealer in horses myself, and my time, and can pick one out on sight as easily as I can a
that my business in Raleigh at that time was to purchase good hoss. I know you're one. Come, honor bright, am I
a number of horses for a railroad contractor who was soon right or am I wrong? I didn't want you to answer the questo begin a large job near Raleigh.
tion before my wife. She's Jack Redmond's sister, and she'd
The prospect of his doing a little stroke of business with give you away before morning sure, and you'd be an angel in
me made him more pliable to my plans.
short order."
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The candor and apparent friendship of the man prepossessed me with him, and I frankly admitted that I was a
detective, and had come there determined to bring the murderers of the secret service office to justice, and break up the
illicit whiskey manufacturing business.
"Stranger, I am with you heart and soul in that lay. But
sh! here comes the old 'ooman, let's wait until to-morrow.
Sally," he continued, as his wife entered the room, "our
friend here, is not a detective, he's a hoss dealer, and I guess
I'll make a dicker with him."
The evening passed away in chat on various topics, and after
I satisfied myself that the lady of the manor was in bed, r
r.nuounced to my host my readiness to retire.
·' Be ready to start out a five o'clock in the morning," was
the parting injunction, as he showed me to my room. "I'll
malt,e some excuse to the old 'ooman to quiet her, and we'll
be off to where Redmond and his gang hold out.
Answering him that I would be ready at that time, he
bade me good-night and left me alone.
I think I never spent a more uncomfortable night in my
life, my mind alternating between hope and fear all the time,
and it was with a great sense of relief that I heard a rap on
my door, and the voice of my host telling me to get up, that
it was time for us to be off, if I wanted to go over and see
Burns' horses and get back to Raleigh in time to catch the
9 o'clock train, the latter remark being thrown in, r could
see, for the benefit of his wakeful spouse.
It was quite dark when we started across the marsh toward
the mountains as we gained the summit and started eastward.
The table-land was comparatively smooth, and we made good
progress. Passing over so that I could look down into the
valley, I was surprised to find that quite as barren of habitation as the country we had left behind.
"There's not many signs of life down there,,, I remarked
to my guide.
"Wait until we get about half a mile further east," he
replied, "and if you want to investigate you'll find plenty of
life."
A little further on and we came to a clump of massive oaks
and maples.
Halting beneath a couple of them that were close together,
my guide turned to me and said:
"My friend, I want you to give me your word of honor that
you will never divulge who told you where Jack Redmond
and his gang hold forth. I don't fear them after you get
through with them. But this country for miles about is
filled with hard characters of all sorts, and if any of 'em
found out that I had turned informer they would kill me as
sure as the sun rises. Why, durn it, I don't !mow but what
my wife would kill me. She's a Tartar, and no mistake."
I assured him that what he had done, or was to do for
me, would remain, as far as he was concerned, as secret
as the grave.
"Well, mark what I tell you, stranger," he replied, "if you
prove false to me, as sure as there is a God above us, I will
kill you-if I have to follow you to the ends of the earth,"
and his eyes fairly snapped with grim determination.
I assured him again that I should religiously respect his
confidence.
"I'll trust you," he replied, stepping out from the brink
of the tree, and pointing his finger strai'ght before him.
"Right down there," he continued, a fiendish grin of satisfled revenge lighting up his face, "is where Jack Redmond and
his gang have got their still, and that's where they're to be
found at all times."
Walking forward a few steps, I saw down the side of the

mountain a rude log-hut, in front of which were lounging two
or three rough-looking men.
"Sh," said my friend, as I tur:1~ed to speak.
When we had retreated to a safe speaking distance, I said:
"What proof have I got, my friend, that that is Jack Redmond's headquarters?"
"The best proof in the world,' he exclaimed, striking a defiant attitude, " ·my word.' I was, until a month ago, Jack
Redmond's lieutenant and righthand man."
"But what motive have you for betraying him?" I asked.
"Your word may be as true as Holy Writ, but you acknowledge yourself a traitor, and you know that is enough to make
one doubt your word."
;'Yes, I am a traitor to that accursed gang!" he hissed, "and
I am proud to be so. Blast them, they absolved me from all
allegiance to them. Now let them pay the penalty. You doubt
my word, do you, stranger? Now let me tell you the motive
I have for turning traitor and informer, and then see if
you will. I belonged to a respectable family once, and was
as good a member of society as you are. I had two brothers,
younger than myself, whom I loved as dearly as my life. I
drifted away from home and brought up among the moonshiners and black-legs of this section. For years I did not
hear from or see any member of my family, until a mon.!.!t,ago, when I returned from a horse-stealing raid around this,
country to that hut I showed you there below, and there,
heavens, what a terrible sight! Stretched out on a slab on
the floor lay the bodies of my two noble brothers. Both of
them had been murdered in cold blood. They had come down
here as you have, both members of the United States Secret
Service, to hunt us outlaws down, and met their terrible
fate. If it had been any one else, I would not have cared;
would have said it served them right. But you can't go back
on nature, friend; and to see those two noble fellows stretched
out there, crimsoned with their blood, raised all the devil in
my nature, and I swore a solemn oath then and the1·e~U• t
I would avenge their cruel fate. That's my motive for
turning traitor," he hissed. "Now, do you doubt my word?
Bring on the officer of the law, and sweep Redmond and his
accursed crew to the gallows tree, and then will my vow be
redeemed."
As he concluded, he started on a brisk walk back, mutters
ing vengeance on his brothers' slayers. When he reached
his house, we practiced a little deception on the· wife by talking about our visit to Burns and his horses, and when ,I felt
convinced that she had no suspicions as to our real visit, I
drove back to Raleigh in company with the ex-moonshiner.
I wrote immediately on arriving there to the Secret Service for instructions, telling them of my discovery, and t1re
next day a company of regular troops were put as my disposal
to aid me in arresting the gang.
The next night I led them to the outlaw retreat, where we
arrived about 11 o'clock.
Despite the utmost precaution the gang were on the alert,
and as we descended the mountain side one of them emerged
from in front of the hut, and, commanding us to halt, discharged his gun, fatally wounding one of the troop. Caution
was no further necessary, and a dozen rifles broke the solemn
stillness of the night; and Jack Redmond rolled down the
mountain side a corpse.
The hut was quickly surrounded, and all the members of
the gang made prisoners. Five of them are now serving a
life sentence in the North Carolina State Prison, and three
died on the gallows, having been proven by their comrades
to be the murderers of the two Secret Service detectives. The
ex-moonshiner and hoss-trader was never interfered with in
consideration of the service he had rendered the State.
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BLOT JOKER.

pr-TELL NAMES BY MAGIC
'rHE MOST PUZZLING NOVELTY OUT
It consists of 5 cards, with which you can
tell anybody's name without knowing what
the name Is before you commence. 1'1'.1Qel
10 cents a pa.ck, postpa.ld.
Chas. Onger, S16 Union 'St., Jersey City, N, ·, .

?'",

OAOHOO OB SNEEZING POWDER.The greatest tun-maker ot them all. A small
amount ot thla powder, when blown In a
r oom, will cause everyone to sneeze without
anyone knowing where It comes from. It la
very light, will float In the air tor •ome time,
and penetrate every nook and corner o! a
room. It Is perfectly harmless. Cachoo la
put up In bottle•, and one bottle contain•
enough to be used from 10 to 15 times.
Price by mall, lOc. each; 3 tor 211c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Fool Your Frfends.-The greatest novelty
of the age! Have a joke which makes everybody laugh. More fun than any other novelty
that h as been shown In years. Place it on a
desk, tablecloth, or any piece of furniture,
as shown in the above cut, near some valuable
papers or on fine wearing apparel. Watch
the result! Oh, Gee! Price, 15 cents each,
postpaid.
Chas. Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey City, N. J.

CHANGING JIIONEY
TRICK BOX.-Wlth this

trick box you can make
money change from a
penny Into a dime or
A1so make
vice-versa.
dlmu appear and disap-

pear at your command .

Price by mall, postpaid,
10c. each.
FRANK ROBINSON
811 W. 44th St., N. Y.

SUR•
NEW
PRISE NOV •
F ox y
ELTY. Crandpa, Mr. Peeother
and
wee
comical faces artistically colored,
to which Is atl o n g
tached a
rubber tube, connected with a rubber ball, which can
w Ith
filled
be
water, the rubber
ball being carried
In the pocket, a
sllgh t pressure on
the bulb causeo a

\t
TRIOK l\lATCHES.- Conslst ot a Swedloh
safety box, filled with matches which will
not light. Just the thing to cure the match
Price, 5c., postpaid.
borrowing habit.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W, 26th St., N. Y.

·

Price, lSc., postpaid.
WOLFF
NOVELTY CO.,
29 W.26th St.,N. Y.

TIIE

Will fly on a
h orizontal line 150
feet! Can be
flown in the house,
and will not injure
itself nor anything
in the ro om. The
most perfect little
aeroplane made.
The motive power is furnished by
twisted · r n b be r
bands contained
within the tubular
t>od y of the machine. It Is actuated by a propeller at ea.ob end revolving In opposite
dl.reotlons. Variation In height may be obtained by
moving the planes and the balance weight. It can
be made to fly either to the right or the left by moving the balance sidewise before It Is released for
PRICBI 85 Cents Each, Dellve~ed.
:flight.
L. Senarens, 34'7 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. y ..

POCKET FLASH LIGHT SQUIBT.-:Made
ot decorated e nameled metal, representing an
exact flash pocket lighte r; by pressing button
Instead of bull's eye, e lectrlcaJly lighting up,
a stream of water le ejected Into the face or
the spectator; an entirely new and amusing
Price, 35c,, postpaid,
novelty.
Chas. Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey City, N, I,

long .stream. the
result can easily

be seen:

~ARTER AEROPLANE NoJ

FOUNTAIN RING.

- A handsome ring connect-

ed with a rubber ball which
ls concealed In the palm ot
the hand. A gentle squeeze
torces water or cologne in
the race ot the victim while
he Is examining It. The ba,11
can be Instantly filled by Im··
morslng ring In water same
as a fou ntain pen filler.
Price by mall, postpaid,
(
12c. each.
FRANK ROBINSON
311 WES'J' 44TH ST., N. Y,

ITALIAN TRANSFER. -Wlth this remarkabl e Invention any one can transfer pictures
or engravings fro1n newspapers or books, and
make perfect copies of butterfly and moth
wings for scrap books. It Is the dry transfer
process, cleanly, handy and reliable, and the
results secured will astonish you. Transfer Is
a. gelo.Unous substance put up h;1 cakes, one of
which Is enclosed with a wooden rubber and
full directions for producing pictures, It r equiring but a few moments to make the transfer. Any picture In the newspapers can be
speedily reproduced in your album, or elsewhere, a perfect copy being made, and
several copies can be made from the same
picture. Butterfly and moth wings can also be

pictured, all the beautiful colors and markings on the wings being transferred, and thus
an Interesting and Instructive collection ot
insect forms can be made and permanently
preserved Jn a scrap book. Both young and
old will take delight In using Transfer, and
the price Is so low that all can at'tord to have
Price only
this new process at command.
lOc.J 3 for 26c.; one dozen, '15c., by mall post-

THE FLUTOPHONE.- A new musical In•
strument, producing the sweetest dulcet tone•
or the flute. The upper part of the Instrument
ls placed In the mouth , the lips covering the
Then by blowing
openings In the centre.
gently upol.) It you can play any tune desired
as easily as whistling. But little practice Is
required to become a finished player. It Is
made e ntirely ot metal, and will last a lifetime. we s end full Instructions with.each
ln;~~i:,eii~., or 2 tor 25c., by !!lll,11, p_Qatpaid.
A. A. WARFORD. 16 Hart St .. Brooklyn, N. Y.

ffl£1,;LOP

J

LlffLE ·G~M

pala,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

GREAT PANEL TBICK.-Thls remarkable
•• ,usion consists ot a. simple, plain wooden
panel, octagonal tn shape, with no signs or a
trick a1>out It. The panel can be examined
by any one; you then ask tor a penny or
silver coin and place It on the center of the
panel; then at the word of command the coin
Immediately disappears. You do not change
the position or the panel at any time, but
hold It In tu!! view of the audience all the
time. The coin does not pus Into the performer's band, nor into his sleeve; neither
does It drop upon the floor. The second tlluslon Is as wonderful as the first; at the word
of command the coin again appears upon the

center of the panel aa myaterioualy e.1 it went.
We send lull printed Instructions by the aid
of which any one can perform the trick, to
the astonishment and delight of the!; friends.
Price, 15c., 2 for 215c. by mall, postp.,ld.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W, 26th fit,, N, Y.

ff EU...01)

'4'-THI!.......,.

Tla&PHOHC.

MAGIC MIRROR
Fat and Lean Funny Faces
By looking In these mirrors upright your fen.turea become nar-row ana elongated. Look Into It
sidewise and your phlz broadens
out Jn t.he ruost comical manner.
Size 8}(I2'4 lnobea, In a hand-

some lmltat.lon morocco case.

Price 10 cents each, postpaid
FRANK ROBINSON,
Sll W. Uth St., N. Y,

THE

LITTLE

GEM

TELEPHONE.-The

transmitter in this telephone is made from
the best imported parchment; with ordinary
use will last a long time; can be made in
any length by adding cord; the only real
t elephone for the money; each one put up In
a neat box; fully Illustrated, with full directions how to use them. Price, 12c., postpaid,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W, 26th St., N, Y.

BLACK-EYE J OKE.
-New
and
amusing
joker.
The victim is
told to hold the tube
close to bis eye so aa
to exclude all light
from the back, and
then to revolve the
tube until pictures appear In the center. I n
trying to locate tbe
pictu res he will receive
the
ft n est
black-eye
you ever saw. We furnish a small box ot
blackening preparation
with each tube, ao t he
joke can be used In ·
definitely.
Those n ot
In the trick will be
caught every time. Ab·
solutely h a r m I e s s .
Price by mall, 15c. each,
2 tor 250.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

LATEST ISSUES
"PLUCK AND LUCK"

IMITATION GOL D TEETH.-Gold
plated tooth, shape made so that i t will
fit any t ooth. P rice 5c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26t h St., N . Y.

A.yvad's Water.:.W1ngs
7
- -/

, .

TRI CK CI GAlt•
ETTE B OX. - The
box Is made In exact
YOUNG TURKS
shape and alze as
any ot the brands ot
TRICK
Turkish cigarettes,
but In the box I• a
mechanism by
mean• of which a
percussion cap, prevl.o usly put In p lace,
explodes by openlnc
the box. The box Is
opened to give a
friend a cigarette
·
u p o n request ot
ea.me. A grea t amuain g novelty
, , ·n \ ,
Price, 18c., postpaid.
cw: Unger, 318 Union St., Jeree7 Clt;:r, N. J.

BOX

a

.......,__.....
TRICK ·cur. -:r.rade ot natu ral white w ooa
t urned "'Ith two compartments; a round
black ball II ts on those compartments; the
other is a etatlon ary ball. By a little practice you make the b lack ball vanish; a great
t rick novelty and Immense aeller.
Price, l 0c., poatpald.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N . Y.

HALF .MASKS
False•Paces Beaten a Mlle

~ ~

~

There are 7 In a set a nd
represent an Indian, a J apanese girl , a clown, Foxy
Grandpa, an English Johnny
Atkins and an
Automobllist. Beautifully 1 1th O·
graphed In handsome colors
on a durable quality of cardboard. They have eyeholes
an d
string perforations.
Price 6 cents each, or the
full set of 7 for 25 cen ts,
postpaid.

M. O'NEILL
<125 W. 56t h St., N , Y.

•;

)

,

.

..

.- l

Learn to ~swim . by .one~_tnal

Price ~Ii c e nt•, Poatpald
Tbe•e water-wings take up no more room than a.
pocket--hankeroblet. They weigh 3 ounces and sup•
port trom 50 to 2o0 pound•. W ith a pair a nyone ca.n
learn to • wlm or l!o&t, F or u•e, you have only to wet
them, blow t be m u p, &ud press together t he two
r ing-mark• under t he mout h piece.
FRANK ROBINSON, Sll W. 44th St., N. Y.

Good Luck Banks
Pri ce 1 Q Cents
O rn a me ntal a s well as u seful ,
· Made of highly nickeled brass.
It holds ju st One Dollar.
When filled it o pens itself,
Remains lock ed un til refilled,
Ca n be n sed !IS a watchchar m .
.Money r efunded if not satis•
11.ed,
L, 8ENABEN8
84,7 WINTHBOP ST.,
BROOKLYN, N. T.

-""~~ ·•~·'!,, and

old.

670 Nobody's Farm ; or, T h e School boy
Squatters.
By Allyn Draper.
680 Lost Among the Icebergs : o r , Phil
Brown's Vacation Up Norti.t.
By
Berton Bertrew.
681 Willing to Work; or, How a Poor B oy
Won His Way. By Allan Arn old .
682 T h e Steam Raft ; or, Three Boys' Trip Up
t h e Amazon. By Capt. Thos. H. Wilso n .
683 The Smartest Boy In Newtown ; o r , MakIng Everything Pay. By Allyn Draper.
684 Fighting for Greece; or, Three Yankee
Boys Against the Turks. By Ge n . Jas.
A. Gordon.
685 The Winning Nine ; or, Batting for a
Fortune. By H. K. Shackleford.
686 Lost Hope Mines ; or, The Boy of the
Haunted Diamond Claim. By Jas. C.
lllerrltt.

The onJy

c~, flying toy without

mechanism. !tis so
shaped that when
spun between the
h ands, as illustrated, it will travel
swiftly and straight
In whatever direction it Is Inclined.
Catching It Is a s
much fun as shootIng It. When played
by a number of persons out ot doors,
the sport becomes
both exciting and
Invigorating.
PRICE 10c. EACH ,
POSTP.AlD.
Ch as. Unger , 316 Un ion St., J ersey City, N . J.

THE MAGNETIC TOP
PRICE 6 CEN TS, POSTPAID

"THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76"
5{5 'l'lie Liberty Boys at Fran nces' T avern; or,
Ferreting Out a " ' icked Plot
5 4 6 The Liberty Boys and the Backwoodsmen ·
or, Joined with Brave Allies.
'
547 The Liberty Boys• Hiding-Place; or,
Bailllng Burgoyne.
548 The Liberty Boys with Morgan-' s Riflemen ; or, Dick Slater's Best Shot.
540 '.L'he Liberty Boys as Privateers; or, The
•raking of the "Rewar d."
550 The Libert;)'. Boys' Redcoat Enemy; or,
Driving uowe from Boston.
551 The Liberty Boys and Widow Moore ;
or, The Fight at Creek Bridge.
552 The Liberty Boys Saving t he Colors; or,
Dick S later' s Bravest Deed .
553 The Liberty Boys' Swamp Angels; o r ,
Out with Marlon and His Men.

"SECRET SERVICE"
645 The Bradys' Six Days' Chase; o r, R u&ff
nlng Down a Clever Crook.
6 46 The Bradys and the Black D wa r!; or.
Working Up a Polson Clue.
6'7 T he Bradys' Masked F oe; or, The Man with
the Missing Finger•
648 The Bradys and the Sneak T h ieves ; or,
Ru nning Down the Red Hook Ga n ...
649 The Bradys Working a "Blind"; or, T he
Secret of the Scaled Room.
650 The Bradys and the Laundry Check; or,
A Dangerous Hunt in Chinatown.
651 T he Bradys on a Hot Trail ; or, The Boy
Who Escaped from Sing Sing.
652 The Bradys and the Conspirators; 01·,
'l'he Case That Came From Mexico.
653 The Bradys After the Second Stor;y _M,
or, Tracking a Box of '1.' reasm<!". •
65-1 '1.' lle Bradys and the i\lad Student; or,
The )Iystery of the 11:ledlcal Collegr.

"FAME & FORTUNE WEEKLY"
292 The Lucky Seven: or, The hoys Who
Won the Dollars.
(A Story of W a ll
Street.)
294 Prince of the Curb : or, A Collei:e Boy
205 Wrecked in the Gulf; or, The Gold of
the O ld Buccaneers.
206 The Rival Boy Brokers: or, Out for
E'l"ery Deal In Sight. (A Wall Street
Story.)
299 Brave Billy Bland ; or, Hustling Up a
Business.
300 Taking a Big Risk : or, The Dime That
L~d to Riches.
301 Clear Grlt: or, The Office Boy Who
)fade Good .
302 Dealing in Stocks; or, Saved by a Wall
Street Ticker.
:103 'l'he Sailor ·s Secret : or, 'l'hP Treasure of
Dead ll!an's Rock.
304 Capturing the Coin: or, Tbe Deals of 'l
Boy Broker. (A Wall Street Story . l

"WORK AND WIN"

653 Fred Fearnot' s Island Mystery ; or,
Camping in Canada.
654 Fred Fearnot's Boy Marvel ; or, BringIng Out a Young Pitcher.
~
655 Fred Fearnot's Hard Pull ; or, Winnfng
the Single S ulls.
656 Fred Fearnot Among t h e Poor ; or, The
Dark Side of Life.
657 Fred Fearnot's Three-Bagger: or. The
Hit That Won the Game.
658 Fred Fearnot's Border Scouts; or, After
Mexican Outlaws.
659 Fred Fearnot's Best Pitching; or, Putting Them Right Over.
660 Fred Fearnot and the Saloonkeeper : or,
Work ing for Temperance.

HAOIC P U ZZLE KEYS.- Two keys Interlocked In such a man n e r It seem• Impossible
to 1ep ara t e the m , ilut w b en learn ed It la
•a•IIY done.
!'rice 6c., p oat paid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.

l

A handsome metal, h ighly n,ia1Det lzed t oy. A horse1hoe, a nd a spiral wire f u rnished wit h ea ch top.
Wbeu spun next t o t he wires, t hey m a ke t he most
su rprising moveme nts. You can make wires of d lt•
t erent shapes a nd get t he m o•t pecull&r effects.
L . Senarens, an WIJlthrop l!lt., Br-klyn, N. Y,

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to
any addrer s on receipt of price, 5 cen ts per copy,
in rnonc)l or postage stamps, b y

Frank• ,'ousey, Pub,, 24 U~ion Sq., N. Y.

<>U-:R . 11JI.11E 1V-OE1 '1'9:r :EI.A.1 '1':0 ::El<> Oll~S
:-..u•o1.•:o:-.·s

"'"
UHJ•:.\:tl
01

01:.\cu.1 · ~1

,\:-ill

IU >ll h... l'nnthlnl11~ thu ..:r1.•a1 nrade
1111111.111 ,t,,,-1111 .\ . nloo tht• 1rue 111"an1n1ro: nr

charnus,

cart.la.
No, 2.

or

boo.k

1, 1· l l

11 11 \

aln 11 •H1

111,-tt!lh\!1

d1·'-·u111a.

"'

and

l'l'J t>111u1ll~M.

curluua

wllh

Kam~ •

u(

IIOW TO UO THICKS.-Thc i; r e at

maglt.' a n d card trlC'l;:s, contalnlni; full

tnat ructlun

011

all

th~

leadl11,;:

the day, nlatu the must

trlt'l<11 o r
magic-al lltu-

card

µuµt1lar

aJ o n1 n1 Pt< l'lnl'lned Uy our l~adlng mal,:'lclnna;
e\ e1·y hoy at,011 Id ubtaln a t:ClPY or this hook.

So.

a.

1101\' TO 1-· 1.11tT.-The arta and

W11 P1 or t11t·1nt1(.ln are fully exp laln ~d by 1hta
Besldt•s the various mt!lthoch o r
J11tl e hnc,k.
par(u1ol, window and
i1andl_> C'tTl1lef, fun,
hat tttnatlon. It con1nlna a fu ll lis t or the
lan guai;e and aentlment or llowen.

~·o, ~.

IIOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A

No. 5.

1d n :l'ipes.
:-. ... 31. lltlW TO B•:c:o~n; A Sl'l•:A l{t: lt.

HOW

KEEP

TO

co m-

DIRDS. -Ha nd·

So. 11.

ac,i·1n1t•11t o r stump 8J}f'l'l'h1•8. :,.;egro, Dutch ond
I rish . Also i •rnl tnt-'n'e Jn l;...i,1.

1"0 . 4:1 .

IIOW TO WRITF: I.OVfl:-1.ETTt; m~.

So. 12 . IIOW TO WIUTE J.t:TTfi:RS TO
I .AUl!i:S.-Glvln g comple te ln1tru ctlon 1 tor

So. l:l. HOW TO DO IT; OR. BOOK 01'
t: TIQUt:TTE .-lt 11 a great lire secret, an<I

a Uout

1

fc.,r making all klntl1 or
pl e t e hand - hoo k
c-an<Jy, it-P- t· rcam, 1yrup1, e8Btlnce1, etc., e t c.

So. 111.

IIOW TO BECO~u; BEAVTHTI ..

No. 20

No 21.

hunting and nahlng gulrle eve r
c-on tolns full lnstruct l on8 ahnut
d ogs, trap1, trapplnK and thhwith de1crtptton or game und

IIOW TO DO st:coxn SWIIT. -

110\\' TO

EXl'I.AIS

llllt;AM);. -

No . 24 . IIOW TO WRITE 1.t;TTt; 11s TO
t;ENTl . t :~tt:N. -Cota lnlng rull ~lrec-tlon• ror
wrtl lng to g-entlemen on all auhJet·ta.

HOW TO nt:C'O~U~ A (l\'~l:'\ .\ ST.-

Contalnln~ full lnstru<·tJona for all kinds or
Emgymnaatlt- l!IP"rt8 and athletic exe r c ise• .
braci ng thlrty - fl ve 11l ust ratl o na.

No. 26. HOW TO now . SAIL ANU Bl'II.U
A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full lnatru c tt on 1

are given In thl a llttle book, to.a; e ther with 111 atru c tl ona on sw imming and rldln·g . companion
ap o rta t o h11 ~ 11·1~.

No. 27 .. IIOW TO Rl•'. C'ITE ASU BOOK ot·
Rt:CJTATIOS!I .-Con t nln lng the m oat p opu lar

aelec t1on1 In uae, comp rtalng Dut c h dialect,
French dial ect. Yankee and lrlah dlalE-c-t
plecea, to ge th e r with many ata.n<larrl reu.dlng1.

No

28.

So.

4K.

IIOW

TO

ny GenrJ,.;"e Tn•twl ,
over tHty tllustra -

01· 11 . u

ASI>

SAIi .

IIOW TO IWNT A1"D FISII. -Th e

Thla llttlP hnnk glv t>s lhe e xp lanati on to all
1dnda or rlrPam a, t oge ther with lucky and
u nl uc·k,v t1A. ,\' 8.

No. 2ij

tr lc· T oya, Jln1te1 l~a . f"tC.
C''o ntalnlng
A. ~1. . ~f. D.
tl ons.

for c.·o nclu rtln g dehatea. n11tlh1 f' fl f o r cl <'ltn trs.
tJll t> lltl nns ft1 r dl1c1111lon, and th e bf"at so11rc·,•11
11,r procurlntt · lnr f, rmatlon on the qu es ti ons
,;h'f'll.

Hell er'IJ second sight explained hy hh1 former
a.sslatant. Frc-><1 Hunt, Jr. Expla ining h 1, w the
Bt:>crel <llelo1,;uc1 w ere carrl ect on betwe4!n the
1o agl cla n and ttif" boy on the atage; alao glv111g all the c•ot1ea and 1lgnn la.

No. 2~.

Ji:\' (' l'Y huy
1hl11,:;- new n11d \·ery lnstru c tl\'e.
11 hnu l<l ob t nln thl 1 hook, na It co ntains f1III
ln1-n ruc·tlnns rnr organlzln~ n.n amnt t•u r mln111 l'f-'I t r nupr.

('A~Ot:8 .-A handy h on k for bn y!il, <'O nlnl11 !11 ,;
full ctlrt•c·tlona for co nstru l' tlng cnn o(' a nnd the
Fully
mnst 11o pular manner of 1allln,:;- th e m.
l \lust rat e<L

most •·1unplt>t c.•
It
p uhllshed.
guna hunting
l.1g, together

flah .
No. 22

Al .·

IIOW TO l•: STfl:JlT,\l:,J A:-1 t : n ,;:,i.

l'AHT\'.-A comple t e co mp t> ndlum ot
1~·0
.,_n.mP.1. at,urta. cA.r,t rlh·cr1lo n1, comic reclta·
t lon11. elc.·., sul t nble ror parlor or c.Jrawlngr,, om entt-rtAlnment.

IIOW

TO

TEI.I.

l ' ORTUNt;:,i, -

Everyone la dcslrou1 or knowing what ht•
future life wlll hrlng rorth , whether happtne11
You can tell
or ml1ery, wealth or poverty.

by a glance a t thla little hnok.
No. 29. HOW TO BECO~u; AN INVENTOR.

- Every Uoy shC"uld Know how tnv entlon1 orlgThis hook ex plalna them all, glvtna
lnate.d .
example• In electricity. hyd r aultca. mag-net•
tam . optics, oneurnatlc1, mechanlc1, etc.

ELY.C'fHl(;AL

00

IIOW TO 110 SLt: l<lllT-O l'· IIASD.

So. tJU .

--L'o 11tni11l ng (l\'e r fi f ty o f 1he lates t ancl beat
,\ lso containing the
1 ri cks used h\' ma ~ tc lans.
Fully 1llu1trnt rd.
1 'l' rt:"t or 1ec.:011t1 sight.

Su.

,I.

110\\'

TO

)1t;c11A:-ilCAL

110

n nd m os t
trRtlona.

IHIW TO WIUTE IX A:'\

A.T,<1

l

TO

lll' l\J, - A ~rand co ll ec ti on or A I bum , ·rrsea
au1table r o r an y tim e and occasion; emhracLnve, Aff pc•t l nn. Sentiment, 11 utng Llni•s o r
mnr, n espt>r t , anC, r •n n ,l olf" n re: n 1Pn \ 'r-r!IP S
Suitablfl for \ 'nlf'n tln, •k nnd \V t>d,llnt;s.

t•lt•1·tr o mngnf'tlsm: tonf PIP<' trl r lty
! 11~1·s
g-,,1 twr wllh rull lnstru•·tlnna r or rnnklnl{ F.lec·

-One or the bright e st and m oat valuable
Everytittl e booka eve r given t o the world .
hody wlshc1 to K now how t o be<·ome beautl·
The af'J c ret 11
r111 . both male and r emale.
• imple. Rnt1 n1mn1t r•••I 1P 811 ,

110\\'

67.

TJU( "I\.S.-C •>nt A. lntng a large collection .. r insr rul·tl\'e a nd h11,;"hly amusing elec t rical trlck1.
By A. Antl e, so n.
t(1 1,;"e th1! r w ith lll u1trn tl on 1.
No flM 11(1\\' TO Ill> CII t:MWAI. THH' liti- C(1n tnln ln g 11\er 011~ hundred highly amu aBy
l ng and lnat ru 1· tl \'e tri c k• with c heml ct1.l a.
lf nn c.lsom ely tlluatrat .-<l.
A. Antlt"l'~on.

TU.l(' KS.-Cont u. lnlng comp lc t o Instructi o n, for
Trlcka.
M ec hani ca l
sixty
o v er
performing

'.'io . 46. IIOW TO ~IAKt; ,\Sil nn; t :1. t :c.
HOW TO MAKE CASD\'.-A com- ,1 'l ' Ul( ' IT\' .- A de1crlp1l11n of th e wnnilt•rfu l

There'" happtn e111 In It.

So. 14.

IIOW TO nt;('O)lt; A M .\l;J('l.-\:-1.

So. ~ll. TIH: BO\'!'! 01' Nt:w \'ORK ~IIS "Tllt: 1. lll ' ll)t; ASU ,JOKE UOOK.- S'>ine-

writing lettera Lo ladles on all 1ubject8; al10
letter, o f Introduction, notes and r ~c1u P11t1.

DO PUZZLES.-Co ntaln-

-r11ntolnl11){ the gran d e sl a a!!l ort ment o r ma glcnl Ill usion s e ver pla ce d berore the public.
A lsn trli·k • with ca rds. ln ra ntn.tlona, etc,

l'io. U .

-A m oat l '1Hnplt:'le llltle book, co ntaining full
directions for \\'riling lo\•e-le tt e r1, and when
to uae t hem. i;l\'lng 1pe c lm t:n letter• tor
young· and old

<'Of' thet e\'ery young man d e1lre1 to kn o w ull

So.

TIit: BO\'S ()I,' XEW \'OHK
S11. 4~ .
STl ' ~IP :-il'lo: AKt; R . - f'ontnln lng a \'a rl ed ns-

IIOW TO BOX. -The art o r ee1 r.

Fully 11·

By R . A. R. Be1,nett.

lltlW 1'0

So. 6fl.

ri ety o r th e lo.test Jok es used by lhf- mo!!lt
No amat eur m ln !!lt r e l fl is
romoua entl men.
<·0111plt> l e without thl1 w on d er rul llttle honk.

Containing over thirty
de1entte mu.t1e ea11y.
ll lt1alra tt on1 or guarda, blows. and the dtrr.-rE\'ery hoy
ent posltlnna or a t;OOd boxer.
aho11ld 01J1nln one nf th ese useful and ln11tru cth o books. a11 It wlll teach y o u how to box
wf1 l1out an l11111ructor.

ELECTRICAL
direction• for

lnfl( 0\1 f' r three hundred lntereattng puzzl eft a.net
A cornolt>T e
t·onuntlrum a, with k e y to aame.
Fully I llu strat ed.
honk.

H a n1lsumcly lllust:.\l'l('\l.

IIOW TO !\IAKt; A:O.U St:'I" Tlt.-\1'8.

l'io. 41. THE 110\'S OF S!sW \'OHK t; su
M t :S'S JOIU; IIOOli . - Cnnta lnt ni:: n .,rent va-

t-:t>nt hoy r eeding thla book or tnatru ct l ona can
maater :he nrt , nncl creat e any amount or run
l or himself Rlltl fdt•nda .

10.

by e lee trlclty.

- l n c lud lng hlnta on h o w to catch mu l f• s.
,\ tsn
Wf'nstds, otte r . rats, aqu l rrt:ls and birch.
Cnpi1111sly tl histrntt>tl.
h o w to curp skins.

So. II. HOW TO BECOME A Vfi:NTRll .0Every lnt ell lQl ' l!iiT.-lly lle.rry Kenn ed y ,

NAVAL

·
lustratt-ll.
1"0. tl.'i. MVI.DOON'S JOKES.-The moat
o riginal Jo ke book ever publlahed, and It ta
It contain• &
brim ful c) f wlt and humor.
lnrge co ll ectio n o r aong a, Joke1, conundruma,
t>tc., o r Tt!rre n<'e Muldoon, the great wit . hu·
mo rlst, aud pra<·tlcal joker o r the day .

so. now TO RAISt: l)OW,, POl"J ••
l'l<U~ONS AND RADUITS. - A use r111

So. ~ti.

A

making elec 1rtcal machlnea, Induction coll•.
dynam os. and many novel toy1 to be worked

;~t!.~rm

an d lnstrurtlve book .

1

NN!:

fn:: eci::~t~ e~~
~¥1 0~~1n~~;c~lra~ a!~!
A bounding tn uaerul and efTec·
e1,·ery family.
tl\'e r eci pes r or general co mpl al11 U .

1'11.
TltV.

nt:c o~n;

'l'O

IIOW

63.

6~.y ~ro~~n~rt." MAKE
MACIIIS •:s.-co ntalntng full

~·0\;c_~Lv~noccht~ \

Su. all. IIOW TO Blt:COl\lE YOV'ft OWN
IIO(;TOll. - A wonderrut book, containlnl uae1
1
0

atrmel y llluaLrat ed and contalntn,i full Jnatr11ctl nn11 for the management and training or the
t.'&nary, mocklnS'blrd. bobollnk, blackbird. paroq11 t>t parrot , etc.

So.

0

I ,,u· ~ts.
bax~.~a~~ 1~0W
-Containi ng all the l eadln1 ,~onun tln1m s o f
th e (lay, amllslng rlddle1, c4rto\1 a catche a o.nd
•
. "i
witt y sayln~a.

IIOW TO DEC:OME AN ATIIJ.t:TE.

7.

So.

CAUJl.;T, -Comp le te lnatru c tlona o f how to,
gain admission to the Annapoll 1 Naval Acad·
Alao co ntaining the co ur11e ur lnstruc•
em y .
tlon, d escription or ground • and Uulldlnga,
hJsto rtcal ,:k e tch, and everything a boy sh oul d
know to b ecome an officer tn the Uulted State•

uaerul IJttle book, . 11 11rnl nlng the
r egulatl on a of btlllards, hagatelle.

0

-Giving roll 111atructlon for the uae of dumb bel la, lndlnn club a, parnllel ban, horlzuntal
bar1 and \'arloua other method• or dt!\'~loplng
a gnC1a, h eal thy muscle; co ntaining over sixty
111 u wtratlona

l'io.

l'iu. 02. 1111\\' TO u•:co~n; A Wl, !!T l'OIN 'f
Mll.lTAH\' C:Allt; 'l'.-Ex plalna h ow to gain

n.Umlttant·e, cuurae of Stu dy , Exarnlnat l u ua,
Duties, ~-H a rr or O ffl ce ra, Pust (iunrd, Pc.,11, ~
Hc,.rnlatlons, Fire Department, antl all a boy
Dy Lu SenarenL
s h ould know to be a l'&det.

HOW 'l'O 1'1.AY UA)IES.-A com·

No. a:;.

pl ete and
r ule1 and

plet e guide to lo\'e, courtah lp and mnrrlnge,
1rlvlng ae111,lhle a<J\'l ce. rules and etiquette to
be ob aer\'t>tl

Nu. 0.

re•
111 fo nu 1-t.t lon
. ~.. rul
o1 11 11 1111w t o work It; a l ao
Lnnterq
at-;-lc
M
il'
a1,11
,
.....
,
11,.
·
I
how tu rnake
1!11.ndso mely
Sl!dPS unrl otla•r '1'1:i1u, i, u1·t!ncle a.
i l lUS l l'l.Lted.

l1to11

It con talna full tn1truct10111
thl1 littl e book.
tn the art or danl'lng, eti quett e tn the ballhow to dreu, and full
partlea,
at
and
r oom
dlrec tl ona for call ing o tr In a.11 p opul ar aquare
dan c-ea.

IIOW TO HF:( '0 ) 11•. .\ I IHI roORA•

l'IJl•: U . -- c·p111LLin lrq,t

uun.11111,,t tho C a ml:!r,1

-c•onlainl11g- fo11rt~en llluatratlons, J.;"l\'ln/.C the
dlffcn\n1 pu!-til io n s r equl al t e to becomei a good
Aleo co nl'l~tHh: r u.ntl elocutioni st.
aµeak~r
taining Gems from all the popular authon ot
prost! and lJOet ,·y .
1"o. 32. Ill/\\' TO 1.1t: HAVE.-Con1 a tntng
t he rules and t,tlquette of good aol.'1-,ty u.nd
or
th e eaate at anc.l 111ost n ppr O\'ed 111t!t h och
a1 pearlng to good ad\'antu.ge at parties, ba lls,
th e thPntre, <' h u r ch, and In th~ 1l r a w lng- r oo m.

IIOW TO DA:'\C:E ta the title or

Nu. 4.

l'io. 00.

lltl\\' TO COOK .-O ne or the muat

So. ao.

1n1tru c: th·e houka on cuoklng e\'er puhllahcd.
JI t'111111uns r"'clpea ror cullklnJ.t meals. tle h ,
l,! : 111 11~. und oysters; alav pied, puddlng a. cukt.•s
und 1111 ~!11dis ur pastry, and a g-,·und c·nlll.'f' -

So. 411 .

Sn.

r.u.

1"n.

5 1.

IIOW TO llEllATE. - Gtvtng rul•••

IIOW

TO

STl ll ' l•'

lllllUS

ASU

A~l:\IAJ.S. - A \'aluabl e hnnk , gl\'lng lmHru c tl o n !I In coll('lr tlng , prPpn rln g, mounting and
pr1 •~Prv1ng hln1J111 , nnlm:i ls nnrl l n~f'r!JIII.

IIOW

TO

fl()

TIU(' l<S

WITII

(.',\ltUS . - C-n n ta lnlng ex planntlnns o f th f' ),(Pnt: ral prlnrlplt>I o f ah•h:ht-o r -ha nd applh·nhlr
to t•nr d tri cks~ o r card trl <·ka -.-.· t1h n r cl lnary
rnrils . nn<l not requiring 81Plgllt-of.hnnd : o r
tl'l<' l<S tnv o 1',. l nJ.: alelf,:'ht -o r-hnnrl . or th e 1111P o r
Ill11strntrll.
sprclally prE- parf"<I ca rrls.

:,.,, ~2.

IIOW

TO l'I.A \ ' ( 'A IU),- , - (.l vlnK

t~ rules anrl full d irec ti o n• for pinyin~
E11chrr. C ri bba ge, Cnslno. Forty-t\ve. ftou111·r.
Pedro Ra n c h o, Draw l'n k e r, Auction l'lt c h, A ll
Fo\11'8. e.n<l many o th er p o pular Kame , o r

cnrchl
So. 53.

110\V

TO WRIT!': l.fi:TTt: llS.-.,

wnnd~rful littl e bnnK, telling you h n w t o
wrltt to ~·nur awt>Plh"'Rrt. your rath er , mnthf"r,
alst er. brn th C' r , C' mpl n yer ; and , In ra c t , ev eryhnrly nnd anyhrnl) you wleh t o write to.

:-io . M .

IIOW TO KEt:1' A:-ID MASAOt;

J'ET~ . - 0 1\'lnJ;t co mpl P. t e Informati on aa t o the
manner and m r th od o r rnlslng. k eepin g , tn.m111~ . hreecllng. ancl man~glng all kln t1 a o r Pt>ts:
also i:;-h·lng ful lnatru ctlons f or making ca g e1,
Fully explained bv tw enty-eight Illus·
e t c.
t ra tlon1.
So. !ii>. HOW TO COU . ECT STAMPS ASll
('Ol~S.-Conta lnlng vuluable tn fo rmntl o n re•
collecting and arranging or
the
gardlng

Hanrlaomely Illustrat e d .
•tamp• and coins.
HOW TO BECOME AN EN·
No. 66.
OINEER.-Con tatnlng rutl ln1tructlona how to

become a loco motive engineer; al10 dlrectlona
ror building a model locomotive ; together
with a tulJ deacrlptlon ot everythln&' an en·

gl1\eer ahould know.

TRICKS
Fully Illustrate<!.
1
1
wN-'i1 rAR:) ~'.~EJt?..a9~ :1 1x~?' the tateat
So.

,!l.

d ece, ptlve

c ard

tr ick s.

wl1h

lll 11 s-

1
HO\\' TO 1>0 TIUC"l{S WITII :'\1 M-

llt-:HS.- Showlng many curious t r11·ks with
Hy ,\ . AnttJ,:u r es nnd thP mn.gl c of numbers.
Fullv lll11111trn1 NL
llc.•rs,rn.

So. 74 . 110\\' TO WIUTt: l . t: TTl•: n~ COR-

for
lnAtru ,· tlon s
r11 ll
ltt:( ' 'l'l , \ ' ,-Co ntaln l n,::
,..,.T'lt lnK l e ttera on almost any euh ! ,• t·t; also
with
co111p11~1tl1111,
anct
ation
ctu
nil1•1 for pun

nt:c mrn .\ l't1'< ,11'1tt: R .
."-:'.~~ 10.'it<~~,;triTO
•P~;:'
Ol ce.
nomlnth'~.
c k a w ith
-f'ontn lnln c:

Emh r:11 · 111/,C thirty·
Cupa and Ualls. Hata. e t c.
1
1111
A1~Etl? er.r;~\t -~ 1•:s DY
ilx~:. • ;h~e.t
TIit-: IIA~U. - f'n ntnlnlng rules l11r t elllnc
f o rtun t>8 hy th e A.lcl o r llnPS o r th i· h puut. o r
Alan ltrn i,1,~·rf• t ot
th e rwc·rcl · or ra t rn l!ttry.
!t> l llng rlltu r e e\'rnu hy old or 111 111,•. mark•.

it r),\' ~h

••·~·~: e.'{: ~1); ;v"".~(r· ll0
1

t' OllT\'

TIUCKS

\\' ITII CARl>~. - Cn ntnln ln J.":" rl e,·, •pt he C'ar f1
Trlt·k ~ ns p r rtormerl hy h•r11tlng 1•11 11 !11 r Pl' S and

m:;t.:c·t~,~'.

1

·

IIOW TO l)O TII t : HI.A( ' li. ,\HT.-

rontAl nlng a complete '1<'!ll'rlptlon o r th e my, ...
t Prlt• JII of Mn glc a nct Slel ,.;h t-o f · ll :Jnrt. toJ.re ther
n.v A.
w !lh mn.ny wc,n<h•rful t.•xperlmenu.
Illustrated .
,\ ndt•r!tnn.

Sn. 79 .

110\V TO nt:CO)IF, AN ACTOR.-
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